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1.0 PURPOSE  

   
1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek Members’ endorsement of the Glasgow City Region -  

Regional Economic Strategy 2017 – 2035 and associated Action Plan. 
 

 

2.0 SUMMARY  
   

2.1 
 
 
 
 

2.2 
 
 

2.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.4 
 
 
 
 
 

2.5 
 

The eight Member authorities of the metropolitan Glasgow City Region (GCR) are engaged with 
both the Westminster and Holyrood governments in the delivery of the Glasgow City Deal, which 
provides an opportunity to deliver infrastructure, innovation and employment projects to 
improving the economic performance of the City Region. 
 
In October 2016, the Environment and Regeneration Committee agreed to support collaborative 
working in economic development areas across the City Region beyond City Deal. 
 
The creation of the City Deal has focussed the eight member authorities of the Glasgow and 
Clyde Valley Community Planning Partnership into looking at collaborative/collegiate working 
opportunities across the City Region. Eight portfolios have been created by the Cabinet to 
facilitate opportunities, these are Enterprise, Tourism and Destination Marketing, Transport & 
Connectivity, Skills and Employment, Inward Investment & Growth, Infrastructure and Assets 
(including utilities, telecoms and digital), Housing and Equalities, and Land Use and 
Sustainability. Responsibility for each portfolio lies with a Council Leader and they are supported 
by a network of senior officers from the member authorities.  Inverclyde Council has 
responsibility for leading the Tourism and Destination Marketing Portfolio. 
 
The City Region Enterprise portfolio group has commissioned external support to review 
opportunities in economic delivery and is currently considering City Region opportunities for 
Business Gateway, information and knowledge, and employability and skills. Fundamental to this 
process has been the development of a Regional Economic Strategy and Action Plan, which are 
attached in Appendices 1 and 2. 
 
Following receipt of these documents Officers from across the City Region have been working 
on identifying appropriate targets for the action plan and it is expected that this exercise will be 
completed in early February. 

 

   
3.0 RECOMMENDATIONS  

   
 That Committee:- 

 
a) Note the progress being made in collaborative working across the City Region. 
b) Endorse the Glasgow City Region - Regional Economic Strategy 2017–2035 and associated 

action plan. 

 

   
Scott Allan 
Corporate Director – Environment, Regeneration & Resources 



 
 

4.0 BACKGROUND     
      

4.1 The eight member authorities of the metropolitan city region of Glasgow are engaged with the 
Westminster and Holyrood Governments in delivery of a City Deal. The City Deal is expected 
to give Glasgow and Clyde Valley a permanent uplift in its GVA of £2.2billion per annum 
(4.4%); generate 15,000 construction jobs during the construction period and 28,000 
permanent additional jobs once construction is complete; and will unlock £3.3billion of private 
sector investment. 

    

      
4.2 The focus of the City Deal centres on infrastructure projects, innovation initiatives and 

employability programmes. Of the twenty infrastructure projects shortlisted Inverclyde has 
three, namely Inverkip, Greenock Ocean Terminal and Inchgreen, and is also participating in 
the Working Matters employability programme. 

    

      
4.3 

 
 
 

4.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.5 
 
 
 
 
 

4.6 
 
 
 
 

4.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.8 

The creation of the City Deal has focussed the eight member authorities of the Glasgow and 
Clyde Valley Community Planning Partnership into looking at collaborative/collegiate working 
opportunities across the City Region.  
 
Eight portfolios have been created by the City Region Cabinet to facilitate economic 
opportunities. The portfolios are Enterprise, Tourism and Destination Marketing, Transport & 
Connectivity, Skills and Employment, Inward Investment & Growth, Infrastructure and Assets 
(including utilities, telecoms and digital), Housing and Equalities, and Land Use and 
Sustainability. Responsibility for each portfolio lies with a Council Leader and they are 
supported by a network of senior officers from the member authorities.  Inverclyde Council has 
responsibility for leading the Tourism and Destination Marketing Portfolio. 
 
The City Region Enterprise portfolio group has commissioned external support to review 
opportunities in economic delivery and is currently considering City Region opportunities for 
Business Gateway, information and knowledge, and employability and skills. Fundamental to  
this process has been the development of a Regional Economic Strategy and Action Plan, 
which are attached in Appendices 1 and 2. 
 
The core aim of this Regional Economic Strategy is sustained and inclusive economic growth 
through significantly improving productivity, boosting incomes; strengthening and growing the 
diverse business base to creating more and better jobs; and increasing the working age 
population by supporting more people into work and attracting and retaining talent.  
 
The document builds on the City Deal projects and targets and purposefully takes a long-term 
outlook to 2035. The strategy is accompanied by an intensive short term three-year action 
plan. The 2035 Vision is:- 
 
A strong, inclusive, competitive and outward-looking economy, sustaining growth and 
prosperity with every person and business reaching their full potential  
 
Eleven objectives have been identified that support this aim. These objectives are 
interconnected and in order to succeed, we must focus on all eleven concurrently:   
 
Attract and retain talent and enterprises relocating to GCR. 
  
Improve economic outcomes for all through addressing long standing barriers in the labour 
market such as skills and health, both for those who are currently out of work and those on low 
incomes.  
 
Create a skills and employment system that meets the current and future needs of GCR 
businesses and supports our residents to access jobs and progression opportunities. 
 
Grow the presence of Scotland’s Growth Sectors in the city region so that we increase the total 
number of GCR’s businesses and employees who work in these sectors.  
 
 

    



Significantly improve the productivity of GCR’s diverse business base through increased 
investment, innovation and exporting. 
 
Increase the number of sustainable and high growth start-ups surviving beyond five years. 
 
Grow GCR supply chain activity whose growth underpins the success of GCR sectors. 
  
Building on the City Deal bring forward in parallel strategic programmes, projects, and 
associated investment that maximise the value of the Deal. 
 
Maximise the potential of the key GCR economic assets.  
 
Actively promote GCR globally, with a focus on international investment opportunities  
Increase in the number of housing and commercial completions and decrease the amount of 
derelict and vacant land.  
 
 

5.0 CURRENT POSITION     
      

5.1 Since receipt of the Regional Economic Strategy and associated Action Plan, Officers have 
met to identify appropriate targets, it is expected that these targets will be formalised in early 
February and reported to the City Region Cabinet. A further update will be presented to the 
Environment and Regeneration Committee in due course identifying any implications for 
Inverclyde. 

    

      
      

6.0 FINANCE     
      

6.1 Financial Implications     
      
 One off costs     
  

Cost Centre Budget 
Heading 

Budget  
Years 

Proposed 
Spend this 
Report £000 

Virement 
From 

Other Comments 

N/A 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
Annually Recurring Costs/ (Savings) 
 

Cost Centre Budget 
Heading 

With 
Effect 
from 

Annual Net 
Impact £000 

Virement 
From (If 
Applicable) 

Other Comments 

N/A 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

    

      
  

 
Legal 
 

    

6.2  There are no legal implications arising from this report.     
      
 Human Resources     
      

6.3 There are no human resources implications arising from this report.     
      
 Equalities     
      

6.4 Service provision will facilitate diversity and equality in recruitment, all procedures will fall 
within the policy and practice of Inverclyde Council. 

    

      
      



 
Repopulation 

      
6.5 The delivery of the programme will provide key opportunities that will contribute to a reversal in 

population decline.  It is recognised, however, there is no quick fix to this issue and continued 
investment in the most successful initiatives will be required to ensure continued progress. 

    

      
      

7.0     CONSULTATIONS     
      

7.1 Consultations with Departments have included all Heads of Service and appropriate Finance 
Officers. 
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Foreword 
As the Leaders of the eight local authorities of the Glasgow City Region (GCR) we have 
produced this Economic Strategy for the region. This is not the first time we have 
collaborated, and this builds on the important work of the previous strategies. But we 
believe that this Plan marks an important and distinctive moment in our collaboration. 
Aligned to the delivery of our City Deal, we have taken a longer-term view to 2035 of the 
collective action required by us and our partners to secure our City Deal jobs and Gross 
Value Added (GVA) goals and to achieve our overall vision so that we deliver greater 
economic success for GCR and the country.  

In June 2016, we met as the City Region Cabinet and agreed that we would collaborate 
more formally going forward. This is about ensuring each part of the conurbation plays an 
equally important role. We will work as one to ensure the continued and accelerated growth 
and success for our city region, with each local authority playing a leading role. 

The core aim of this Economic Strategy is sustained and inclusive economic growth 
through significantly improving productivity, boosting incomes; strengthening and 
growing the diverse business base to creating more and better jobs; and increasing the 
working age population by supporting more people into work and attracting and 
retaining talent.  

GCR is at the forefront of city region working in Scotland. But we cannot and should not do 
this alone. We are already putting in place stronger links to the private sector and academia.  
We plan to work more closely with the Scottish Government, National Agencies and the UK 
Government to bring this plan and our vision to fruition. This strategy is the start of a 
process where we, and others, will need to work differently in order to deliver more.  

GCR is firstly a collaboration of the city region, but we are part of a network of places in 
Scotland, the UK and Europe which have complementary assets of which we can make 
better use. Through the Scottish Cities Alliance, Core Cities and other organisations we 
want to share our learning of what works and develop a deeper understanding of how best 
to achieve sustainable, inclusive growth.   

We are bold in our ambitions to increase our economic competitiveness and tackle 
intergenerational inequalities, ensuring that our residents and businesses have the 
opportunity to reach their full potential to contribute to and benefit from the economic 
success of GCR.  

 

Signed 8 x Leaders  
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Executive Summary 
The Glasgow City Region (GCR) brings together the eight local authorities of: East 
Dunbartonshire Council; East Renfrewshire Council; Glasgow City Council; Inverclyde 
Council; North Lanarkshire Council; Renfrewshire Council; South Lanarkshire Council; and 
West Dunbartonshire Council.  

Our Vision and Economic Strategy  

This document builds on the City Deal projects and targets and purposefully takes a long-
term outlook to 2035. The strategy  is  accompanied by an intensive short term three-year 
action plan. Our 2035 Vision is: 

A strong, inclusive, competitive and outward-looking economy, sustaining 
growth and prosperity with every person and business reaching their full 
potential  

Our vision reflects the region’s strong starting point as a powerhouse of the Scottish 
Economy contributing broadly one third of Scotland’s Gross Value Added (GVA); 
population; jobs and businesses. We have secured one of the largest City Deals in the UK 
and are implementing new economic governance to deliver the Deal along with new ways of 
collaborating and cooperating to improve the region’s economic future and improving 
people’s lives.  

At the time of writing this strategy the UK is in an uncertain place. The uncertainty around 
future Brexit negotiations is contributing to a fluctuating policy context. We must be flexible 
to respond to market conditions to ensure that GCR maintains good progress towards 
achieving the vision and delivering successfully on the objectives in the strategy.  

The core aim of this Economic Strategy is sustained and inclusive economic growth 
through significantly improving productivity, boosting incomes; strengthening and 
growing the diverse business base to create more and better jobs; and increasing the 
working age population by supporting more people into work and attracting and 
retaining talent to the Glasgow City Region. We have identified eleven objectives that 
support this aim. These objectives are interconnected and in order to succeed, we must 
focus on all eleven concurrently:   

Attract and retain talent and enterprises relocating to GCR. In order for GCR 
to maintain its place as Scotland’s biggest economy and to increase growth rates the 
GCR needs more highly skilled residents and productive businesses. Our working age 
population is not growing and the population as a whole is growing less than the 
Scottish average.  

Improve economic outcomes for all through addressing long standing 
barriers in the labour market such as skills and health, both for those who 
are currently out of work and those on low incomes. We want a city region 
which enables our residents to have the opportunity to benefit from economic success. 
A disproportionate number of GCR residents have few, low or no skills and are not 
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 benefiting from GCR growth. Unless we take action here the levels of inequality 
(employment, income, health, education) will not reduce. The city region is committed 
to supporting those out of work who are economically inactive or unemployed and 
those in low income jobs to ensure that success benefits all members of society. Linked 
to this is the need for all GCR residents have access to good quality Careers 
Information, Advice and Guidance that is based on Labour Market Information to help 
them make the appropriate qualification choices.  

Create a skills and employment system that meets the current and future 
needs of GCR businesses and supports our residents to access jobs and 
progression opportunities. The challenge is to ensure that the skills system is 
effective in supporting people and businesses to reach their full potential, including 
those who are currently in work to progress. This requires a responsive and flexible city 
region skills system that works with employers to design courses that deliver employer 
ready residents.  

Grow the presence of Scotland’s Growth Sectors in the city region so that 
we increase the total number of GCR’s businesses and employees who work 
in these sectors. The Scottish Government has identified six sectors where Scotland 
has a distinct comparative advantage and that tend to be more productive and 
innovative than others. Whilst GCR will not be in a leader in all six areas, it does make 
sense for GCR to have a focus on growing these sectors alongside those with the 
potential for greater growth and higher productivity.  

Significantly improve the productivity of GCR’s diverse business base 
through increased investment, innovation and exporting. GCR boasts an 
incredibly diverse business base, home to some world-leading businesses. This is the 
core strength of the GCR economy. We want to support all businesses to succeed, 
increasing their competitiveness through increased productivity and fostering 
innovation.  

Increase the number of sustainable and high growth start-ups surviving 
beyond five years. Almost 7,000 new businesses start in GCR each year. But many of 
these do not survive beyond five years. Whilst GCR sees a number of university spin 
outs, the number could be increased, with more start-ups in the private sector.  

Grow GCR supply chain activity whose growth underpins the success of 
GCR sectors. GCR benefits from a diverse post-industrial business base which is not 
dominated by any one sector. What is clear is that GCR businesses have a key role in 
supply chains that could be nurtured to grow, but this role is not fully understood or 
articulated.  

Building on the City Deal bring forward in parallel strategic programmes, 
projects, and associated investment that maximise the value of the Deal. In 
2014 GCR secured a city deal which covers infrastructure investment, life sciences, 
business support and employment and skills. City Deal is at the heart of this strategy, 
and the city region must look at how to maximise benefit from it.  

Maximise the potential of the key GCR economic assets. GCR has superb assets 
with which to drive growth and develop a more innovative, creative economy. Our 
people are the regions greatest asset. Other examples include the Queen Elizabeth  
University Hospital Campus, which has now seen investment in Stratified Medicines 
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and the International Financial Services district. Glasgow Airport is also a key asset 
which can be better supported to drive growth. This includes increasing business and 
leisure passenger numbers, but also by creating a connected, creative and versatile 
business environment in its environs.  

Actively promote GCR globally, with a focus on international investment 
opportunities. GCR has taken an important step to demonstrate its potential by 
working together as a city region. This should be used to drive international investment 
by articulating a specific city region investment proposition and promoting the unique 
strengths and assets of the single economic area at events such as MIPIM.  

Increase in the number of housing and commercial completions and 
decrease the amount of derelict and vacant land. If GCR is to grow and attract 
talent and businesses, there needs to be a marked increase in the number of housing 
completions and modern premises. Whilst there is no shortage of land, there are 
significant challenges in bridging the delivery gap, including the decline in delivery in 
urban brown field sites.   

 

Achieving these objectives will require a coordinated effort among our economic delivery 
partners. We have developed a three-year action plan in line with our overall vision, 
prioritising those actions that we believe can achieve greater collaborative and joint working 
and which provide stimulus to our economy, including: 

• Implementing at pace and scale the recommendations from our Skills Investment 
Plan; 

• Establishing an Enterprise and Jobs Hub; 

• Developing a dedicated innovation policy and plan, strengthening our diverse 
business base and supporting the export capabilities of our businesses; 

• Proposals for accelerating projects within the City Deal Infrastructure Fund; 

• Integrating health and work services to support economic development, ensuring 
that all our unemployed residents have access to the right service at the right time to 
support them back into the workplace; and  

• Building on the spirit and culture of the City Deal Governance Arrangements we will 
determine the best economic development system for the Glasgow City Region to 
ensure a seamless and coordinated approach to planning and delivering the action 
areas outlined in this plan.  

This first three-year Action Plan supports delivery of our objectives and is intended to 
provide: 

• A single, agreed and shared vision for the growth and prosperity of the Glasgow City 
Region; 

• An alignment of goals and plans among the region’s economic delivery partners with 
a clear focus on place-making; 
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 • A call to action in pace, scale and certainty in the delivery of economic related 
activities; 

• A signpost in how to increase capacity for developing and implementing policy, 
projects and programmes over the longer-term; and 

• The vision to better link and coordinate activity among the economic delivery 
partners.  

 
The objectives we have set out in this strategy are all interconnected, and in order for us to 
succeed we need to focus on all eleven concurrently.  
   
From the start we have been clear that for GCR to achieve the level of economic success we 
envisage, this strategy needs to be delivered by a range of partners; it is not a strategy for 
the eight local authorities, it is a strategy for the Glasgow City Region. Delivering 
successfully the actions and objectives will require a multi-disciplinary approach involving 
many organisations.  
 
Our plan looks to grow and strengthen our business base, increasing our competitiveness by 
improving productivity through fostering innovation. We will work to ensure that 
opportunities and benefits from growing the economy positively impact on the quality of 
lives of all our people, tackling inequalities and disadvantage by providing them with the 
tools to find work, stay in work and improve their well-being, delivering economic success 
through inclusive growth.  
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1 Introduction 
The Glasgow City Region (GCR) brings together the eight local authorities of: East 
Dunbartonshire Council; East Renfrewshire Council; Glasgow City Council; Inverclyde 
Council; North Lanarkshire Council; Renfrewshire Council; South Lanarkshire Council; and 
West Dunbartonshire Council.  

There has been joint working and collaboration in the West of Scotland ever since the 
council boundaries were created. This strategy marks a new approach and a new way of 
working, where we work as one single economic geography, doing business differently and 
organised around a common agenda.  

A key question we must answer is how can we ensure the benefits of economic growth are 
more widely shared across the region? The challenge in driving inclusive growth across the 
Glasgow City Region is the ‘triple lock’ that exists on poorer communities and the place they 
live. Traditional policy and economic incentives that ought to work have not for too many 
people and places. There are a number of reasons for this: 

• Policy which just aims to help individuals often leads them to exit the area without 
movers replaced by poorer incomers. 

• Policy to improve the physical infrastructure of deprived areas seems to have not 
produced a change in the trajectory of many communities in an economic sense. 

• Low labour market attachment and weak skills ensure that the resident population 
remains poorly placed to access employment.   

This triple lock has proved almost impossible to break. If there are three aspects to the 
problem: economic (demand); personal (supply) and physical / community, then the 
solution must also tackle all three. The challenge for the City Region is to build a strong and 
more competitive economy in ways that ensure the opportunities and benefits are shared 
through boosting incomes, creating more and better jobs and supporting people, 
particularly the long term unemployed and economically inactive into work. Collaborative 
working across local and central government, business and knowledge institutions will be 
key to making this happen to ensure economic success through inclusive growth.     

Recent events such as the signing of the city deal have been transformational. We want to 
create more jobs and growth for the GCR and for Scotland by working closer and across a 
wider agenda than before. In early 2015 our eight local authorities formally established a 
joint Glasgow and Clyde Valley Cabinet, consisting of the leaders of all eight councils, with 
the leader of Glasgow City Council as Chair. The Cabinet speaks with a single voice.  

The eight local authorities represent the communities we serve. As we do now, in the future 
we will continue to provide services to support our local communities. City region working 
is doing together what is best done at scale, whilst maintaining our local plans and 
continuing to work with our local businesses and communities. Each local area has in place 
individual plans for developing and growing their local economy, from specific economic 
plans or strategies through to plans integrated within a wider community planning 
approach. We will continue to implement these, whilst ensuring that our growth contributes 
to the success of GCR and that we collaborate rather than compete. 
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We have identified that we each do a lot of the same things, and have common ambitions 
for growth in our local plans. We will continue to focus on important local issues, but in 
some areas we will be able to achieve success quicker and more effectively by collaborating. 
For example, we are already working together to reduce youth unemployment with the 
Glasgow and Clyde Valley Guarantee which is streamlining activity across the city region, 
ensuring that all our young people have access to good quality employment. 

Each of our local authority plans has commonality through a focus on: 

• Creating of more and better jobs 

• Strengthening and growing the business base in absolute terms, by the size of 
business and improving the productivity of existing businesses 

• Building the skills base and improving employability 

• Infrastructure to support economic growth 

• Growing the working age population 

• Targeting key sectors of strength and opportunity: economic diversity 

• A focus on innovation; sustained growth and prosperity for all  

City region working is about doing some of this together where we and our Councils 
determine that it is in the best interests of our residents to do so.  
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 2 The Context 
Why economic geography matters 

The wider context for this work is one where cities and metropolitan regions are 
increasingly seen as the engines of growth and the drivers of long term economic success. 
Economic geography matters, driving investment and productivity across a region. The 
close proximity of a skilled labour force, associated knowledge spill overs, access to a varied 
supply chain and more integrated policy and programme planning and delivery are key to 
the economic growth of city regions.  

Agglomeration is an area of growing interest amongst policy makers. Agglomeration 
economics has the potential to unleash economic growth, bringing greater prosperity and 
helping to rebalance the UK economy. The effect is to encourage greater collaborative 
working amongst cities and regions. In some cities, new institutional relationships have 
emerged, with local authorities combining to share powers and resources and to develop 
new ways of working that seek to overcome past barriers. In other areas, less formal, more 
collaborative relationships have developed, examining the barriers that are hindering their 
increased agglomeration and looking for new ways of working together in order to create 
economic and social benefits. 

Underpinning such formal and informal collaboration is the recognition that the functional 
economic areas in which agglomeration benefits accrue do not sit neatly on administrative 
boundaries. Indeed, the spatial level at which economic analysis and strategy are best 
undertaken rarely coincides with the boundaries of a single local authority. Economic flows 
and markets often operate at a wider geographical level overlapping a number of local 
authorities, with implications for a range of policies, including skills and training, and 
transport, and the need for their alignment across borders.  

Glasgow City Region  

GCR comprises the largest city region in Scotland and one of the largest in the United 
Kingdom, with a population of almost 1.8 million. Our Gross Value Added (GVA) in 2014 
was over £40 billion. We are a driving force in the Scottish and UK economies: 32% of 
Scotland’s GVA, 33% of Scottish jobs and 29% of Scotland’s businesses. 24% of GCR is 
employed in the Scottish Government Growth Sectors (a summary of the socio-economic 
profile for the GCR is included in Appendix 1). Whilst size does not equal success, the scale 
and diversity of GCR is important. We are outward looking, with a well-earned international 
reputation as a location for business, leisure and culture. GCR has successfully revitalized 
and rebranded itself in recent times. There are notable physical improvements, and we have 
turned around a slow industrial decline to become a cultural, vibrant European city region 
that is known for its pride, passion and people.  

GCR has a very high containment rate of almost 93% for those living and working within 
the region. Responding to this, the region collaborates across public services covering 
strategic planning; health; and transport. There  are strong linkages between the city and 
surrounding areas in employment, education, and culture. The region provides a broad 
range of housing, tourism and leisure to complement and support the regional core. 
Glasgow itself provides 48% of GCR employment, and the good transport and road network 
facilitate commuter journeys. The region’s universities encourage cross-regional travel to 
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learn and the excellent healthcare facilities based primarily around the regional centre 
support the region’s health and wellbeing.  

City region working, characterised by collaboration rather than competition, is becoming 
common across the UK. Working together provides opportunities to create growth that 
exceeds the sum of the constituent parts. The RSA City Growth Commission concluded that 
for UK plc to succeed we need to grow the economies of all our major urban areas. In order 
for this to happen, the Commission argued, local leaders need to be sufficiently empowered 
to drive this growth based on place. Leaders need to be able to build on an area’s specific 
characteristics; it cannot come from the centre through a one size fits all approach. Whilst 
this work at scale can be seen in many of England’s core cities and their wider functional 
economic geographies, GCR is leading the way in Scotland. 

Working together as a city region will ensure that we can compete on a par with the top 
performing European and UK city regions. This is simply not possible if the eight local 
authorities act individually. It will require further joined up working in a framework that is 
designed by the Cabinet around well-articulated priorities. This strategy is a first and 
critical step towards achieving this. An outline of our journey of collaboration is included in 
Appendix 2.  

Stronger collaboration at a city region level will give us a better ability to shape priorities 
and to work together to deliver on the many issues that need addressing across traditional 
local authority boundaries. This is not to duplicate local authority provision, but rather to 
identify the big issues and opportunities within a place that would benefit from a strategic, 
joined up response which is more than any one Council has the size, technical expertise or 
resources to cover effectively. 

 

Glasgow and Clyde Valley City Deal  

The successful delivery of City Deal is fundamental to all our plans. Signed in 2014, the 
Glasgow and Clyde Valley City Deal is an agreement between the UK Government, the 
Scottish Government and the eight Local Authorities across GCR. The GVA, jobs and 
productivity benefits are expected to impact across the GCR, Scotland and benefit the wider 
UK with around £1 billion of net additional GVA per annum and over 8,000 jobs to 
Scotland as a whole.  

 It sets out how the region will create economic growth through: 
 

• Implementing a £1.13 billion Infrastructure Fund to improve transport and 
regenerate/develop sites 

• supporting growth in the life sciences sector 
• helping small and medium enterprises to grow and develop 
• setting up programmes to support unemployed people 
• testing new ways of boosting the incomes of people on low wages 

 
The deal required the establishment of a streamlined and strengthened GCR governance 
model. Each of the elements of the governance structure is advancing. The City Deal 
Cabinet, Chief Executives’ Group, Economic Commission, and Programme Management 
Office are established. The Chair has been appointed to the Economic Leadership Board 
and we welcome his appointment and the future working with his team.  
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This city deal is one of the largest ever agreed in the UK. At the heart of the flagship 
Infrastructure Fund is the strategic imperative to improve the region’s economic 
performance. The infrastructure fund represents a “once in a generation opportunity to 
deliver a step-change in the economic potential of the region and drive long-term economic 
growth”. At its core is the ability of the projects to provide jobs and maximise GVA. The 
fund is expected to1: 

• Deliver a sustainable uplift in GVA of 4% (c.£2.2bn p.a.) for the City Region and 
additional tax revenues of some £20.7bn over the 40-year lifetime of the fund as a 
result of the uplift in GVA at net national level 

• Support an overall increase in the economy of around 29,000 jobs in the City Region 

• In addition to the £1 billion secured from the Scottish and UK Governments and 
funding of £130 million from the local authorities, the infrastructure fund is 
expected to lever a further £3.3 billion of private sector investment. 

Successful delivery of the city deal will: 
 

• Create 15,000 construction jobs through the ten-year City Deal construction 
programme. 

• Work with 19,000 unemployed residents and support over 5,500 back into 
sustained employment. 

• Spread the benefits of economic growth across Glasgow and Clyde Valley, ensuring 
deprived areas benefit from this growth. 

 
 

Scotland’s Economic Strategy 

Scotland Economic Strategy (March 2015) sets out the Scottish Government’s “ambition to 
create a more cohesive and resilient economy that improves the opportunities, life chances 
and wellbeing of every citizen in our country”.  

The two pillars of the economic strategy are Increasing Competitiveness and Tackling 
Inequality. GCR has a broad and large business base, with the right ingredients to make this 
stronger. But we also have some of the most deprived and marginalised communities in 
Scotland. Success can only be achieved by addressing both at the same time. 

The pillars are underpinned by four key priorities to deliver sustainable economic growth: 

1. Investment – people, infrastructure and assets 

2. Innovation – new ways of doing things 

3. Inclusive Growth – fair work and regional cohesion 

4. International – open to trade, migration and new ideas 

We believe that the two pillars of the Scottish Governments’ Economic Framework – growth 
and inclusion – can be achieved faster and more effectively if policies and resources at a 

                                                        
1 Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Infrastructure Fund: Economic Case, October 2015 
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national level are aligned to local plans and if the cities are given more control over their 
budgets to tailor investment to local priorities. The Scottish Cities Alliance has published 
various documents on Empowering Scotland's Cities calling for Scottish cities to be 
empowered as per their English counterparts. They set out the cities' asks of both the 
Scottish and UK Governments in terms of unlocking the economic potential of Scotland's 
cities as well as what this will enable the cities to deliver in return.  
 
 
Scottish Fiscal Devolution – The Scotland Bill 

The outworking and implementation of the Smith Commission Agreement between the UK 
and Scottish Governments will see the devolution of further powers to the Scottish 
Parliament around the governance of Scotland; control of measures to promote prosperity, 
the economy, jobs and social justice; and greater financial responsibility and a new Scottish 
Government fiscal framework.  

The Scotland Bill outlines the devolution of new powers to Scotland, including around 
income tax, a share of VAT receipts in Scotland, powers over certain aspects of welfare and 
housing related benefits, Air Passenger Duty, and rail franchising.  

The result of implementing the Smith Agreement is that the Scottish Government will be 
responsible for raising 40% of all tax revenues in Scotland, with 50% of the Scottish 
Government’s budget funded directly from revenues raised in Scotland.  

A report by the economic research institute, Fraser of Allander2 stated that “whether 
Scotland is better or worse off as a result of these new powers will entirely depend upon 
how Scotland’s economy performs…..the Scottish budget will be no better or worse off 
provided Scotland matches the growth per head in devolved tax receipts in the rest of the 
UK. If Scotland outperforms the rest of the UK economically resources will rise, and if it 
underperforms resources will fall.” 

The Scottish Cities Alliance has called for the Scottish Government to pass on a proportion 
of the prospective fiscal retention from the Scotland Bill and for the power to raise local 
taxes. Alongside this are complementary asks for control over Scottish budgets pertaining to 
regional infrastructure, international activity and attracting inward investment.  
 
Looking forward, there are opportunities to explore new ways in which GCR can work 
within this new devolved context. Place based working, targeted investment and devolved 
funds and powers can all help GCR grow a stronger, more competitive and out-ward looking 
economy. There is a need for more formal agreements, structures and resources if we are to 
deliver successfully the GCR Economic Strategy. It is in the best interests of our people to 
work together and in the best interests of Scotland’s Economy.  
 
 

 Current UK Policy Context: Planning for the Future 

At the time of writing this strategy the UK is in an uncertain place. The uncertainty around 
future Brexit negotiations creates a fluctuating policy context. But there are a number of 
factors that are certain in relation to city regions worldwide. As the world rapidly urbanises 
it is cities and their metropolitan areas that are propelling growth and drivers of long-term 
                                                        
2 Scotland’s Budget 2016, Fraser of Allander Institute, September 2016 
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 economic success. This is a global phenomenon, and new cities in places such as China and 
India are emerging to challenge those which have traditionally been the principal economic 
powerhouses. 

What is clear therefore is that more than ever our city regions need to be the bedrocks of the 
nation’s growth and prosperity.  The Scottish Government’s Agenda for Cities in 2011 
advocates the fundamental role of cities and their surrounding areas in growing the Scottish 
economy. The midway review was published in January 2016, outlining the progress to date 
and reaffirming the Scottish Government’s commitment to cities as the engines of growth. 
However, there is currently limited discretion and control for city leaders over budgets and 
arguably little incentive for cities to implement radical solutions or invest to grow their local 
economy given the lack of retention of the proceeds of growth.  

 

Brexit  

The UK is experiencing a seismic change politically, economically and socially following the 
referendum vote to leave the European Union (EU). There is uncertainty of what will 
happen next in terms of governance, policy and the impact on the UK economy. What is 
clear is that the vote to leave the EU and its impact will be felt acutely by across cities and 
metropolitan areas.  The possible impacts include disruption to labour supply, the loss of 
significant EU funding streams such as ESIF and ERDF, jobs and investment linked to 
European trade, future investment in infrastructure and business, universities’ ability to 
attract EU academics and students, and research and innovation investment.  

The response of City Regions to the UK withdrawal from the EU will be key to limiting any 
negative economic impact. Cities must reach out to businesses, universities, colleges and 
investors to assess the range of possible scenarios resulting from the referendum result as 
well as identify those opportunities that can support City Region growth in the longer term. 
The drive for investment and inclusive growth is now central for City Regions.  

What this suggests is that GCR needs to go forward faster, accelerating the City Deal 
projects and invest more to ensure that we are a leading, competitive city region in the 
coming years.  
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3 The Vision 
The 2035 Vision for the Glasgow City Region is: 

A strong, inclusive, competitive and outward-looking economy, sustaining 
growth and prosperity with every person and business reaching their full 
potential 

Our vision reflects the region’s strong starting point as a powerhouse of the Scottish 
Economy contributing broadly one third of Scotland’s Gross Value Added (GVA); 
population; jobs and businesses. We have secured one of the largest City Deals in the UK 
and are implementing new city governance to deliver the Deal along with new ways of 
collaborating and cooperating to improve the region’s economic future and improving 
people’s lives.  

We are responding to the Scottish Government’s ambition to be more competitive, 
strengthening the region’s economic diversity in ways that ensure that opportunities and 
benefits from sustainable growth and prosperity benefit people and communities across the 
region.  

The Glasgow City Region has a diverse business base, within which many businesses are 
thriving. But we believe all our businesses have the potential to achieve much more. This 
vision is about strengthening that base with every business being supported to be as 
productive as it can be, fostering innovation and significantly increasing the 
competitiveness of the region.    

Crucially, we need to bring more people into the labour market to tackle employment and 
income inequalities, target deprivation and combat poverty. We  will ensure every person 
across the region has the opportunity to reach their full potential. We will also build on city 
deal skills and employment programmes and work with businesses to ensure that all work 
in GCR is fair work, with appropriate progression opportunities for our residents. 

Delivering the vision will require input from a range of economic delivery partners, each 
with different experiences, expertise and capacities. The principles of collaboration, 
interdependency, and connectedness will be key. Each of the economic delivery partners 
will play a vital role in working towards the shared vision with the alignment of individual 
plans alongside local and central government and the private sector all playing vital roles in 
supporting and delivering the vision.  
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4 Opportunities and Challenges   

The Glasgow City Region is one of Scotland’s and the UK’s successful city regions. We are 
proud to be Scotland’s largest metropolitan area. Our economic geography, scale and 
diversity are some of the region’s greatest assets. GCR’s economy has significantly 
transformed over the last twenty years with substantial improvements made across a range 
of economic indicators.  

GVA has increased, employment and skills levels have improved, entrepreneurship is 
increasing and growing enterprises are yielding economic benefits. But for all the good 
things that are happening we have a legacy of poverty and decline that hold back our 
potential. Like many large metropolises, we have high levels of inequality, with large 
differences in employment, skills, health, education and deprivation within the 
conurbation.  

The Glasgow City Region has steadily grown in recent years. But it has the potential to do 
much more by working towards a single, shared vision. For it to succeed work must be 
predicated on an agreed set of assets, developing the GCR’s unique strengths. However, the 
region faces a number of challenges if it is to achieve sustainable economic growth over the 
longer term. 

The challenge for the City Region is to build a strong and more competitive economy in 
ways that ensure the opportunities and benefits are shared through boosting incomes and 
creating more and better jobs. Collaborative working across local and central government, 
business and knowledge institutions will be key to making this happen.    
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4.1 Our People 

Our residents are one of our greatest assets and biggest challenges. GCR has produced 
world leading entrepreneurs and inventors, and they are loyal and passionate about GCR. 
We are committed to improving life chances of all our residents and providing people with 
the opportunity to contribute to and benefit from sustained economic growth.   

We have seen skill levels rise dramatically in recent years; the number of residents with 
NVQ L4+ has risen from 29.4% to 39.8% between 2004 – 2014, a better performance than 
many other UK city regions. But this has yet to translate into significant improvements in 
the performance of the business base.  

But not all of our residents are currently benefiting from this success. Whilst GCR contains 
about a third of the population and economy of Scotland, it is disproportionately affected by 
poverty, containing almost 60% of the most deprived wards in Scotland. Life expectancy for 
males and females across the GCR is 74.89 years and 79.74 years respectively. Almost 11% 
of our resident population have no qualifications. This represents a significant challenge, 
and we want to ensure that the growth of GCR is inclusive to all. 

The impact of the recession has been significant, and GCR has been challenged with falling 
employment numbers between 2009-2014. We have been working hard to support our 
residents into meaningful activity, and his work has accelerated thanks to City Deal. GCR 
has successfully reduced the number of benefit claimants since 2010 – down from 20% to 
14% in the five-year period.  

What is important is that we continue to support those furthest from the labour market, 
whilst continuing to nurture everyone to achieve their potential. We want to raise the 
number of those economically active, and raise the GVA per worker, meaning that more of 
our population is in work and, those that are, are more productive and wealthier. 

But this is only part of the picture. Great city regions grow, drawing in talent whilst 
retaining the highly skilled. With almost 1.8 million residents, GCR accounts for around a 
third of Scotland’s population. Whilst this is impressive and makes GCR the only true 
conurbation in Scotland of a comparable scale to the UK’s other large conurbations, 
population growth is slow and has not been uniform; between 2004 – 2014 some districts 
lost residents, whilst population growth in Glasgow has been highest at 5%.  

The city region is not currently attracting in large numbers of external migrants. Our 
population is only expected to grow marginally over the next 10 – 20 years with slower 
population growth than the rest of Scotland and the UK. Most troubling is that the working 
age population over the period to 2024 is expected to fall by over 30,0003.  

We want to create the conditions and environment that draws in global talent and 
businesses. Growing the working age population through attracting and retaining talent and 
by bringing more people into the labour market through tackling the higher rates of 
economic inactivity and unemployment, in particularly youth unemployment, is a key 
priority if we are to achieve our vision of growth and prosperity with every person reaching 
their full potential.   

 

                                                        
3 Glasgow City Region Skills Investment Plan (DRAFT), June 2016 
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Figure 1: Population change 2004-2014, ONS; National Records of Scotland 

 

Our Skills Investment Plan sets out the vision, ambition and aspirations for the City Region 
for the next 20 years in terms of skills and employment. Our challenge is to ensure that the 
skills system is effective in supporting people and business to reach their full potential. At 
present, there is a disconnect between the economic and skills strategies at local and 
national levels. Currently no employment and skills investment decisions are made formally 
at the City Region level, although there is significant joint activity.4 Greater effort also needs 
to be made in aligning the skills provision with the needs of business. Addressing the 
shortcomings in our skills agenda is fundamental if we are to equip people to reach their full 
potential, strengthen our business base and achieve economic success through inclusive 
growth.    

 

  

                                                        
4 Glasgow City Region Skills Investment Plan (DRAFT), June 2016 
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What does this mean we need to focus on? 

Attract and retain talent and enterprises relocating to GCR. In order for GCR 
to maintain its place as Scotland’s biggest economy and to increase growth rates GCR 
needs more highly skilled residents and productive businesses. Our working age 
population is not growing, and the population as a whole is growing less than the 
Scottish average.  

Improve economic outcomes for all through addressing long standing 
barriers in the labour market such as skills and health, both for those who 
are currently out of work and those on low incomes. We want a city region 
which enables our residents to have the opportunity to benefit from economic success. A 
disproportionate number of GCR residents have few, low or no skills and are not 
benefiting from GCR growth. Unless we take action here the levels of inequality 
(employment, income, health, education) will not reduce. The city region is committed 
to supporting those out of work who are economically inactive or unemployed and those 
in low income jobs to ensure that success benefits all members of society. Linked to this 
is the need for all GCR residents have access to good quality Careers Information, 
Advice and Guidance that is based on Labour Market Information to help them make 
the appropriate qualification choices.  

Create a skills and employment system that meets the current and future 
needs of GCR businesses and supports our residents to access jobs and 
progression opportunities. The challenge is to ensure that the skills system is 
effective in supporting people and businesses to reach their full potential, including 
those who are currently in work to progress. This requires a responsive and flexible 
city region skills system that works with employers to design courses that deliver 
employer ready residents. 
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 4.2 Our Businesses 

We boast an incredibly diverse business base. This means GCR is not over-reliant on one 
sector. The region is home to leading businesses and has developed and grown in 
comparative strength in areas such as financial services; business administration; creative 
industries; distribution; transport; and manufacturing and production. This sectoral mix 
highlights the diversity of the City Region economy.  

Across Scotland, the six growth sectors tend to grow faster and be more productive than 
other sectors. Just over 200,000 people work in them in GCR, which, whilst good, is below 
the Scotland average. This does not tell the whole picture however, with Financial & 
Business Services accounting for almost 10% of GCR employment (83,185 people).  

Location Quotients, Growth Sectors, 2014  

 
GCV Scotland  LQ 

Energy  12,281 72,007 0.52 
Life Sciences  4,817 16,901 0.87 
Financial and Business Services  83,185 226,722 1.11 
Food and Drink  15,567 121,933 0.39 
Sustainable Tourism  54,588 196,019 0.85 
Creative Industries  29,671 71,596 1.26 
Growth Sectors (All) 200,109 705,178 0.86 

    Total Employment (All Sectors)  836,525 2,540,188 1.00 
Source: BRES  

    

In total there are approximately 45,000 businesses in GCR; this number has risen almost 
18% since 2010. The majority of these businesses are micro or small, with only 1,080 
businesses registering more than 50 employees in 2015. Our focus is on helping all of our 
existing businesses to grow and become more productive. We have identified exporting and 
innovation as two key areas of focus here.  

Strengthening our business base through increasing export capabilities is a key economic 
challenge. GCR has a number of very successful companies, however in terms of the total 
number of businesses in the region, those exporting high value goods and services is 
relatively small by comparison.  The challenge is to grow the number of exporting 
businesses across the region through increasing productivity and access to new markets.    

Promoting innovation and R&D among our SME base is key. In order to achieve sustained 
economic growth for the Glasgow City Region through improving productivity will require a 
different and greater focus on innovation activity. Innovation and R&D is a key driver of 
sustained growth and should be part of day-to-day activities across our diverse business 
base. In both turnover and employment innovative firms grow twice as fast as firms that do 
not innovate5. Business expenditure on innovation and R&D is generally low across 
Scotland. Our challenge is to increase innovation activity across the region so as to achieve 
our vision for the City Region of a stronger, more competitive and outward looking 
economy.     

Alongside this, we want to increase the number of sustainable and high growth start-ups in 
GCR. The number of those self-employed has risen by 23% since 2010. But looking at the 

                                                        
5 Scottish Enterprise Economic Briefing Paper, November 2015 
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evidence, only 40% of new businesses survive after five years. There is currently no 
integrated business support across the city region, which could nurture and advise these 
young companies to maximise their growth and employment potential.  

Our world-class knowledge institutions have a key role to play in helping strengthen our 
business base through supporting innovation and R&D and commercialisation of academic 
research and providing the supply of students skilled to meet industry needs. We have some 
of the best universities and centres of excellence in the world, attracting academics with 
significant research capabilities and UK and international students with great promise to 
the GCR. They are also significant contributors to the region’s economy. However, we could 
and must do more to promote greater co-ordination and cooperation between business, 
knowledge institutions, government and investors.  

We have the start of the infrastructure needed to support greater innovation and research 
and development among the region’s diverse business base. These economic assets are 
critical to achieving the Vision and key to improving productivity; attracting and retaining 
talent; securing more and better jobs and bring people back into the labour market.  
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What does this mean we need to focus on? 

Grow the presence of Scotland’s Growth Sectors in the city region so that we 
increase the total number of GCR’s businesses and employees who work in 
these sectors. The Scottish Government has identified six sectors where Scotland has 
a distinct comparative advantage and that tend to be more productive and innovative 
than others. Whilst GCR will not be in a leader in all six areas, it does make sense for 
GCR to have a focus on growing these sectors alongside those with the potential for 
greater growth and higher productivity.  

Significantly improve the productivity of GCR’s diverse business base 
through increased investment, innovation and exporting. GCR boasts an 
incredibly diverse business base, home to some world-leading businesses. This is the 
core strength of the GCR economy. We want to support all businesses to succeed, 
increasing their competitiveness through increased productivity and fostering 
innovation.  

Increase the number of sustainable and high growth start-ups surviving 
beyond five years. Almost 7,000 new businesses start in GCR each year. But many of 
these do not survive beyond five years. Whilst GCR sees a number of university spin 
outs, the number could be increased, with more start-ups in the private sector.  

Grow GCR supply chain activity whose growth underpins the success of GCR 
sectors. GCR benefits from a diverse post-industrial business base which is not 
dominated by any one sector. What is clear is that GCR businesses have a key role in 
supply chains that could be nurtured to grow, but this role is not fully understood 
or articulated.  
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4.3 Our Place 

Transport and connectivity are fundamental to the longer-term success of Glasgow City 
Region economy. Significant investment has been made by the Scottish Government on 
major transport projects and the implementation of the City Deal by the local authorities 
will significantly advance this. The City Deal Infrastructure Fund will provide for and 
significantly improve transport infrastructure throughout the City Region with investment 
of over £500 million on a range of road and rail projects. 

GCR is the gateway to Scotland. Glasgow International Airport is a key strategic economic 
asset for the region and for Scotland serving 110 destinations worldwide and with ambitious 
plans that by 2030 handling nearly 13 million passengers per annum. The region has an 
extensive road and rail network with further improvements planned through the City Deal 
Infrastructure Fund.   

However there remains a disconnect between transport planning and investment and 
economic growth strategy in GCR, and integration of transport planning with economic 
development. Research by the Scottish Cities Alliance shows that transport infrastructure is 
the number one criterion considered by foreign investors in making an investment decision 
on whether to locate in a particular region and an increasingly important element of this is  
the active travel offer (cycling and walking). A quality integrated transport network is vital 
for growing a successful economy.    

GCR is underperforming on the number of housing completions, with only 24 new houses 
completed per 10,000 residents each year, compared to a Scotland average of 35 new 
homes. This is at a time when house building is still slow post-recession, and entering the 
new post-Brexit period of uncertainty. A lot of GCR housing is low density, and low land 
values and sale prices mean that house builders are not seeing the returns on investment 
that mean they will build. Locations which could be attractive to the market are often 
contaminated, with high remediation costs that also disincentivise the market. The 
investment and infrastructure must work together to increase available housing and 
employment land in places that supports the delivery of the city region’s economic, housing 
and land use strategies. 

We estimate that there are over 1,800 derelict and vacant sites in GCR (a total area of over 
c.3, ooo ha) which might be better used to drive economic growth. With GCR’s high number 
of entrepreneurs and students, this land could benefit from a meanwhile uses initiative. 
Meanwhile is the temporary use of vacant buildings or land until such a time that they can 
be brought back into commercial use again. A concerted effort in this area could improve 
the social and physical fabric of an area and provide cheap property for young businesses 
and start-ups. 

GCR has impressive visitor numbers and is the second most visited destination for shopping 
in the UK after London. Tourists visit locations across the city region, and we are currently 
championing Paisley’s bid to be UK City of Culture in 2021. If successful GCR will be home 
to the first ever town to hold this title. We are building on a strong track record here, with 
Glasgow City a former European Capital of Culture. Tourism is one of our key assets, 
attracting over 3.2 million visitors to the region in 2014.  
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 GCR’s image has altered dramatically, with the Commonwealth Games and significant 
capital investment ensuring a successful transition from industrial centre  to cultural 
hotspot. The city is a significant attractor of business tourism with Glasgow City in 
particular continuing to build its reputation as a city destination attracting tourists  and 
business conferences from across Europe. 

We are fortunate to be home to six successful universities – The University of Glasgow; the 
University of Strathclyde; Glasgow Caledonian University; Glasgow School of Art; The 
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland and the University of the West of Scotland with 
internationally recognised and world-leading research activity and centres of excellence in 
areas such as engineering; health; business; science; music, drama and the arts.  

 

 

  

What does this mean we need to focus on? 

Building on the City Deal bring forward in parallel strategic programmes, 
projects, and associated investment that maximise the value of the Deal. In 
2014 GCR secured a city deal which covers infrastructure investment, life sciences, 
business support and employment and skills. City Deal is at the heart of this strategy, 
and the city region must look at how to maximise benefit from it.  

Maximise the potential of the key GCR economic assets. GCR has superb assets 
with which to drive growth and develop a more innovative, creative economy. Our 
people are the regions greatest asset. Other examples include the Queen Elizabeth 
University Hospital Campus, which has now seen investment in Stratified Medicines 
and the International Financial Services district. Glasgow Airport is also a key asset 
which can be better supported to drive growth. This includes increasing business and 
leisure passenger numbers, but also by creating a connected, creative and versatile 
business environment in its environs.  

Actively promote GCR globally, with a focus on international investment 
opportunities. GCR has taken an important step to demonstrate its potential by 
working together as a city region. This should be used to drive international investment 
by articulating a specific city region investment proposition and promoting the unique 
strengths and assets of the single economic area at events such as MIPIM. 

 Increase in the number of housing and commercial completions and 
decrease the amount of derelict and vacant land. If GCR is to grow and attract 
talent and businesses, there needs to be a marked increase in the number of housing 
completions and modern premises. Whilst there is no shortage of land, there are 
significant challenges in bridging the delivery gap, including the decline in delivery in 
urban brown field sites.   
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5 Action Plan 

Achieving the objectives outlined above will require a co-ordinated effort. Here we set out 
our action plan for the next three years (2017-2020) to strengthen and grow our economy in 
line with our overall vision. Our priorities are a combination of those that address the need 
for greater collaboration and joint working; actions to support and provide stimulus to our 
economy; and those that relate to particular sectors.     

What is needed to deliver this growth is an integrated policy toolkit, targeting opportunities 
and benefits so that there is a measurable improvement across GCR. Each of the elements 
in support of achieving the vision should be of a scale and intensity to achieve a marked 
change that permeates to all areas and to all residents – especially those most marginalised 
and disengaged. Each element must come together in an integrated way to deliver 
sustainable and inclusive economic growth. 

In the next three years we will: 

• implement at pace and scale the recommendations from our Skills Investment Plan 
to “create the most effective skills system, compared to other comparable city 
regions across the UK and Europe, through evidenced based investment and 
innovation”6. We will adopt a City Region approach to skills. The starting point for 
this will be to build the evidence base to better understand the regions skills needs; 
the extent to which existing provision effectively addresses these needs and can 
address future skills needs and where best investment in skills can provide the 
greatest return for the region.    

• establish an Enterprise and Jobs Hub for the Glasgow City Region. We will 
immediately progress the actions identified through the Enterprise Portfolio led by 
Renfrewshire Council. A first step will be to align the enterprise services of the local 
authorities to support business at a City Region level as well as creating a GCR 
information and intelligence hub.  

• develop the export capabilities of our business base. This is critical if we are to 
remain competitive. We will as part of the Enterprise and Jobs Hub establish a 
centre of excellence for exporting and promoting greater investment and innovation 
among SMEs across the region. We will with our economic delivery partners in 
government, knowledge institutions and business develop a dedicated innovation 
policy and action plan to grow the exporting potential of the region.   

• work with our partners in Government, agencies and Strathclyde Passenger 
Transport to ensure strategic transport planning is embedded as a driver and 
enabler of economic growth as part of a more integrated approach to economic 
development and inclusive growth.    

• expand on the city region joint working around unemployment to deliver a 
sustainable Guarantee to all young people to ensure all our young people are in 
education or employment. 

                                                        
6 Glasgow City Region Skills Investment Plan (DRAFT), June 2016 
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 • given the uncertainty surrounding the outcome of future negotiations by the UK 
Government following EU referendum result to leave the EU, bring forward 
proposals for accelerating the projects within the City Deal infrastructure fund that 
support and create employment and provide a stimulus for the region’s economy.  

• undertake an assessment of housing delivery models and financing, including areas 
such as partnerships with the private sector, use of compulsory purchase, and 
meanwhile uses in town centres and bring forward new mechanisms to support and 
enhance delivery, as well as new development opportunities.  

• develop a clear regional brand identity. We will evolve the City Region brand to 
reflect the value of our people, to attract new talent, visitors and investment. We will 
develop and implement a specific city region investment proposition and we will 
strengthen our links with Scottish cities and build stronger relationships with other 
part of the UK and world-wide.  

• continue to strengthen and build diversity in our business base. The region has 
particular strengths in areas such as business and professional services; creative 
industries tourism; medical and life sciences; advanced manufacturing and 
production. We will bring a particular focus to: 

- Business and professional services: harnessing the concentrations of businesses 
in GCR, and better linking to London and European HQs and their supply 
chains.  

- Creative and digital: further developing the area’s vibrant and flourishing sector, 
use the BBC as an anchor institution in this 

- Sustainable Tourism: securing more of the UK’s visitor economy, with Glasgow 
Airport acting as an international entry point (seek to maximize benefits from 
Scottish Government's recent publication of a document setting out its detailed 
plans for implementation of a 50% cut to APD at Scottish Airports with effect 
from 2018). Build the conference base 

- Medical and life sciences: building on the assets in GCR, enabling the further 
growth of the medical and life sciences sector and supporting other businesses to 
diversify and become part of the sector’s supply chain. A focus on start-ups and 
spin outs 

- Social business: a review of the Social Enterprise sector to understanding how to 
maximise their input, and to look at if current public sector procurement is 
inclusive. This would also look at how best to maximise take up of Social Impact 
Bonds in GCR.   

• develop a GCR Fair Work Strategy. We will deliver a GCR living wage, and build on 
the learning  from the City Deal in work progression prototype in all sectors to help 
those on low pay. 

• integrate health and work services to ensure that all our unemployed residents have 
access to the right service at the right time to support them back into the workplace. 

• develop a comprehensive support service to deliver higher levels of 
entrepreneurship & internationalisation. This will build on the large number of 
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start-ups to ensure good quality and high survival rate, and help more firms to look 
outwards as exporters and encourage more inward investment.  

• as a matter of urgency develop and put in place embedded capacity and a system of 
economic delivery partners, aligning efforts for joint planning, developing, decision 
making and implementing policies and programmes that relate to the growing our 
economy through inclusive growth.   
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6 Delivering the Strategy    

If we are to implement  the economic strategy and deliver the desired outcomes, we need to 
work more closely and collaborate more than previously. It will require a multi-disciplinary 
approach involving many organisations and individuals with a wide range of experience, 
expertise and capacities in a “network of public, business and non-government sector 
parties which work collaboratively to create better conditions for economic growth, social 
cohesion and employment generation” (OCED 2010). No one single organisation can 
perform this role.  

Strategic capacity and governance at the City Region level is one of the most significant 
challenges that any City Region faces. To overcome this challenge requires a new kind of 
leadership and a firm commitment to collaborative working from local authorities, central 
government, business and other economic development delivery partners. There is no one 
model for joint working that can or should be followed. We have a track record of working 
together on a range of strategies and initiatives and we have formalised this collaborative 
working with the implementation of the City Deal Assurance Framework and the 
establishment of a Cabinet supported by local authority Chief Executives, by business 
through the economic leadership board and an academia led economic commission.   

We will continue to build a single and guiding coalition for the Glasgow City Region. We will 
advance the vision and focus on the City Region as a place, with the same seriousness of 
intent that would be found in any of the constituent councils, rather than as an informal 
partnership. 

However, there is greater potential for more formal alignment at the local level in terms of 
integrating our plans and programmes to support economic growth. Equally, local 
authorities have limited input into national policy and strategy that directly affects and / or 
impacts our region such as regional transport and employment and skills investment 
decisions, which are critical for economic success.  

Building on the spirit and culture of the City Deal Governance Arrangements we will 
determine the best economic development system for the Glasgow City Region. Working 
with the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) we will work to 
ensure a seamless and coordinated system is in place to plan and deliver the action areas 
outlined in this plan. Collaboration, interdependency and connectedness are key principles 
of developing the system. The success of the model will depend on each of the delivery 
partners working toward the shared vision including local and central government, business 
and other stakeholders all playing key and vital roles in supporting and delivering success.   

Having the system in place for the City Region will ensure all partners across the system 
have a clear understanding of the vision to build a stronger, more inclusive, more 
competitive outward looking economy with each partner across the system aligned in terms 
of their own policy and strategy. It will allow for delegation of activities across a number of 
organisations based on their capacity and expertise and inject new insight and perspective 
going forward.     

We will draw on the advice from the Economic Commission whose function will be 
extended beyond its current City Deal role. The Economic Leadership Board alongside the 
Chambers of Commerce will reflect the views and advice from business.   
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Measuring Progress and Impact 
 
Monitoring the implementation of the strategy and the extent to which activity contributes 
to our overall vision will be critical. An effective monitoring and evaluation framework will 
be developed to enable us to undertaken ongoing review of progress, aligned to the delivery 
of the City Deal.   
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7 Conclusion 
This plan outlines some of the key challenges and opportunities for GCR in the next 
twenty years. We are ambitious for the city region; we believe that GCR has the potential 
to be a leading global city region in the era when cities drive a nation’s economic growth. 

Our plan looks to grow our business base, whilst ensuring that our residents are 
supported and have the opportunity to contribute to and benefit from our economic 
successes. We will also invest in the right infrastructure to underpin this inclusive 
growth.  

We have outlined our action plan for the next three years, and the delivery structures 
and governance we will put in place to deliver it. This is our aspiration, but we cannot do 
this alone and as a next step we invite our partners and stakeholders to talk with us 
about how you can help us with our goals.  

The objectives we have set out in this strategy are all interconnected, and in order for us 
to succeed we need to focus on all eleven concurrently.  

This is the ambition of GCR. We hope you share it with us. 
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Appendix 1: Glasgow city region Economic and Social Profile 

The table below sets out a range of economic and social indicators for the GCR and 
compared to other regions and Scotland.  

 

 

Theme Indicator Glasgow City 
Region 

Sheffield 
City 

Region 

West 
Midlands 
Combined 
Authority 

Scotland 

Gap 
between 
GCR and 
Scotland 

La
bo

ur
 M

ar
ke

t 

Unemployment Rate (% of 
working age population), 
2015 6.7% 6.3% 8.1% 5.9% 0.8% 
Youth Unemployment Rate 
(16-24), 2015 15.7% - 19.8% 14.4% 1.3% 

Economic Activity Rate (% 
of working age 
population), 2015 76.0% 75.9% 70.1% 77.7% 1.7% 
Employment Rate (% of 
working age population), 
2015 70.9% 71.0% 64.4% 73.1% 2.2% 
Out-of-work benefits 
claimants (% of working 
age population), 2015 14.3% 14.7% 15.6% 11.3% 3.0% 

  
      

W
or

k 
an

d 
pa

y Full-time gross weekly 
wages of residents (£, 
median), 2015 £534     £527 -£7 
Full-time gross weekly 
wages of workers (£, 
median), 2015 £526     £529 £3 

  
      

Th
e 

ec
on

om
y 

GVA (£million), 2014 £40,226 £32,513 £55,544 £123,543   

GVA per capita 2014 £22,421 £17,747 £19,778 £23,102 £681 

GVA per job 2014 £48,135 £44,391 £45,810 £48,635 £500 
TTWA (2014) 92.7%         
% Employed in growth 
sectors (2014) 23.9%     27.8% 3.9% 

Biggest sectors 

Wholesale & 
retail trade, 
Administrative 
and support 
service 
activities, 
Health & social 
work     

Wholesale 
& retail 
trade, 
Health & 
social 
work   
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In
eq

ua
lit

y 

Life Expectancy (Male), 
2012 74.89 78.34 77.96 76.61 1.72 

Life Expectancy (Female), 
2012 79.74 82.12 82.29 80.83 1.09 

% of wards within 5% most 
deprived in Scotland 
(2012) 10.2%     100.0% N/A 

              

Ed
uc

at
io

n 
&

 
sk

ill
s % with NVQ3+ aged 16-64 57.4%     60.2% 2.8% 

% with no qualifications 
(16-24) 12.7%     9.4% 3.3% 
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Measuring GCR’s productivity 

Below the national level we tend to measure productivity using Gross Value Added (GVA) as 
the key indicator of total economic output. This is based on the workplace where the GVA is 
created, not where the worker lives, and basically is calculated by adding up all profits made 
by firms in an area and all wages earned by people working in an area. It is important to 
note that some types of income (primarily benefit payments) are not included in this 
calculation as they are a redistribution of existing incomes.  

GCR’s GVA was £40 billion in 2014. This means that GCR is 33% of Scotland’s 
economy.  

We have compared GCR’s GVA with two other city regions: Sheffield and the West 
Midlands. The ONS measure used here includes an area slightly larger than GCR, with 
Helensburgh and Lomund included. 

GVA (£million) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Per 
Capita 
(2014) 

Glasgow City Region              
35,092  

            
35,829  

            
36,110  

            
38,158  

            
40,266  

22,421 

Sheffield City Region              
28,783  

            
29,629  

            
30,298  

            
31,272  

            
32,513  

17,747 

West Midlands CA             
48,965  

            
50,211  

            
52,103  

            
54,145  

            
55,544  

19,778 

Scotland          
107,653  

         
110,285  

         
112,594  

         
118,135  

         
123,543  

23,102 

United Kingdom       
1,397,744  

      
1,443,281  

      
1,485,776  

      
1,546,914  

      
1,618,346  

24,958 

 

GVA per capita  

Sharing GVA across all residents gives an indication of the economic performance of a 
whole place as it includes though who may not be currently contributing to GVA. For 
example, children, students and retired people are examples of those less likely to 
contribute to GVA. 

The latest figures for 2014 show that GVA per capita in GCR was £22,421 compared to a 
Scottish average of £23,102.  
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GVA per job 

GVA per job uses the total number of workforce jobs to give a measure of labour 
productivity. In GCR this gives a more favourable picture and suggests that GCR businesses 
are reasonably productive. Positively the gap between the Sottish average and GCR is 
closing. GCR’s figure is still less than Scotland, but higher than the two English city region 
comparators. 

Figures for 2014 show that GVA per job in GCR was £48,135 compared to a Scotland 
average of £48,635.  

Region name 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Change 
2009-2014 

Glasgow City Region  42,089 43,257 43,907 45581 47,108 48,135 14.36% 

Sheffield City Region  37,750 39,969 41,309 42520 43,743 44,391 17.59% 

West Midlands CA  40,538 42,205 43,219 44559 45,558 45,810 13.01% 

Scotland                  
42,880  

               
44,205  

                  
44,603  

                   
46,365  

                  
48,002  

                   
48,635  

13.42% 
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GVA by industry 

Looking at sectors, over 50% of GCR’s GVA comes from three sectors: Manufacturing & 
Production; Distribution; transport; accommodation and food; and Public administration; 
education; health.   This has remained fairly steady since 2009. 

Glasgow City Region 2009 2014 

Agriculture, forestry and fishing 0.2% 0.2% 

Manufacturing and Production 14.8% 15.6% 

Construction 6.8% 7.2% 

Distribution; transport; accommodation and food 18.4% 18.1% 

Information and communication 4.7% 4.5% 

Financial and insurance activities 7.8% 7.7% 

Real estate activities 7.0% 8.7% 

Business service activities 11.5% 10.6% 

Public administration; education; health  24.8% 23.4% 

Other services and household activities 4.1% 4.1% 
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 Oxford Economics Economic Outlook  
 
In 2014 Oxford Economics produced an economic forecast for GCR from 2013-2038. The 
outlook reveals that GCR will remain a key contributor of economic growth. The baseline 
forecasts suggest that the city region is expected to create over 30% of new Scottish jobs 
over the decade ahead. However, the baseline forecasts suggest that, despite a growing 
population, GCR will not regain pre-crisis peak levels of employment until after the end of 
the forecast horizon to 2038.  
 
2013-2023 Forecast 
 
Over the course of the next decade (2013-23) the base employment forecast projects an 
increase of 32,000 jobs, recovering around only 40% of the post-crisis employment loss. In 
GVA terms the city region is forecast to grow by 2.6% in the 2013-23 period, the same pace 
as the Scottish economy as a whole. The projection for the fifteen years from 2023 sees 
annual GVA growth averaging 2.5%, again in line with the Scottish average. 
 
Sectoral growth 
 
By 2023 Oxford Economics estimate that 25% of jobs in GCR are expected to be in business 
oriented service activities. This compares with 20% on the eve of the financial crisis in 2007 
and 22% in 2013. The numbers of jobs within the tourism sector are projected to increase 
and growth within this sector is expected to outstrip the overall average. Growth in within 
the creative industries (1.1% per annum) is also expected to outperform the overall average 
(0.4% per annum). The construction sector is likely to see increasing employment through 
the period to 2038. However, this would leave total employment a little below its peak level 
in 2008. 
 
The long-term decline in employment in manufacturing is projected to continue, with 
employment dropping at an annual average rate of 1.5% over the twenty-five years to 2038, 
a loss of over 20,000 jobs. The public sector is forecast to lose 15,000 jobs in the decade to 
2023 In the fifteen years from 2023 employment in Health is projected to rise by over 
8,000, while that in Education and Public Administration is broadly flat. This means that 
the share of Glasgow City Region employment in the public sector is projected to fall from 
6% in 2013 to 5% in 2023 and 4% in 2038 
 
Life Sciences currently accounts for just over 4,000 jobs within the area (1% of total 
employment). The outlook suggests that employment within the sector is forecast to change 
little from current levels, rising marginally to 2023 but then falling marginally over the next 
fifteen years. 
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Appendix 2: Our Journey of Collaboration  

As a city region we have shown that we are ambitious. In recent years we have agreed 
arguably the largest City Deal in the UK; delivered large scale regeneration projects such as 
Clydebank and Clyde Gateway; completed the largest teaching hospital in the UK; and 
delivered the Commonwealth Games in 2014. This track record, legacy and assets are 
rightly seen as city region successes and opportunities. 

2014 was a landmark year with the success of the Commonwealth Games followed by the 
signing of the £1.13bn city deal. This shows the potential gains that accrue from 
collaboration.  

 
1996 Abolition of Strathclyde Regional Council 

2003 Clyde Valley Community Planning Partnership / Glasgow and Clyde Valley 
Structure Plan Joint Committee established 

2003 ‘Metropolitan Glasgow: Our Vision for The Glasgow City Region’ 10-year 
vision for the development of the Metropolitan Glasgow region launched 

2006 Strathclyde Partnership for Transport formed 

2008 Refreshed Metropolitan Glasgow vision for the Glasgow City Region 

2008 ClydePlan established 

2008 ‘A Catalyst for Change’ the Regional Transport Strategy launched 

2011 Refreshed Economic Strategy for the Glasgow City Region 2011 - 2016 

2012 Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Strategic Development Plan approved 

2014 Glasgow and Clyde Valley City Deal 

2014 Commonwealth Games  

2015 The Glasgow and Clyde Valley Cabinet established 

2016 Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Strategic Development Plan refreshed 

 

Building on the City Deal agreed in 2014 and through the development and delivery of the 
Regional Economic Strategy, the GCR civic leaders are looking to a “future where there is 
much closer collaboration between the respective local authorities, partner organisations, 
business, academia and other local stakeholders”.        

The region has a history of working together. This Regional Economic Strategy represents a 
more formal approach to economic collaboration and a commitment among the eight local 
authorities to speak with one voice and to take action that sustains and grows the region’s 
economy, changing lives and building a better future for people and communities.  

A number of GCR groups currently exist to support delivery of City Deal. This provides a 
great opportunity to ensure that all parts of the GCR ecosystem are working to deliver the 
strategy.  
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 Below is a summary of the current Governance arrangements:  

Governance structure  Purpose Key documents 
Cabinet – 8 LA Leaders, 
Chaired by Glasgow CC 

   

To be responsible for the 
effective delivery and 
exploitation of the 
opportunities created by City 
Deal and to establish the 
economic priorities for the 
region. 

City Deal Assurance 
Framework 
Portfolio engagement plans 
Joint Committee Agreement 

Chief Executive Group To support the Cabinet in 
delivery of its duties. 

 

PMO  To co-ordinate and ensure 
delivery of the City Deal 
outcomes and to undertake 
the project planning and 
monitoring for the 
Infrastructure projects and 
co-ordinate the appraisal 
and approval of Project 
Business Cases. 

 To assess and monitor the 
realisation of economic 
benefits from the City Deal  

Implementation Plan 

ClydePlan 
 

To prepare and maintain an 
up to date Strategic 
Development Plan (SDP) for 
the area, with clear vision 
and spatial strategy. Largely 
the plans focus on the key 
land use and development 
issues that cross the 
planning authority 
boundaries. 

SDP (2012), proposed plan 
2016 

Strathclyde Partnership for 
Transport (SPT) 

To plan and deliver 
transport solutions for all 
modes of transport across 
the region. 

Regional Transport Strategy 
‘A catalyst for change’ 

Glasgow City Region 
Economic Leadership Board 
 
Note: Chair agreed 

 To build on the Glasgow 
Economic Leadership 

 Board, with new structure 
reflecting the themes of the 
City and provide a focus on 
business growth and 
sustainability, promoting 
entrepreneurship, and link 
with the sustainability and 
smart cities agendas. 

 

Regeneration and Economy 
Consultative Group 

 To bring together wider 
public sector partners 
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Note: not yet active 

around the delivery of the 
City Deal 

Economic Commission  
 
 

To design the process for 
monitoring and evaluating 
the impact of the City Deal 
projects, facilitate the five 
yearly reviews of progress in 
achieving the economic 
growth set out in the vision 
for Glasgow and the Clyde 
Valley through undertaking 
economic analysis 
(methodology subject to 
final agreement with the 
Scottish and UK 
Governments), engagement 
with the National Panel, 
furthering the development 
of the evidence base and 
providing general economic 
advice to the Cabinet and 
CEOs. 

 

Officer Groups (chaired by 
Chief Executives) 
• Economic Development  
• Transport 
• Transport Appraisal Sub-

Group 
• Communications 
• Legal and Procurement 
• Land Use 
• Skills and Employment 
• Finance 

Oversight of the relevant city 
deal element Maximise 
opportunities from the 
investment Support to 
Cabinet portfolio leads 
Compliance with City Deal 
governance structures 

Skills Investment Plan 
Towards a City Region 
Enterprise and Jobs Hub  
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0203 817 7675 
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Introduction  
 
This plan leads from an enterprise portfolio research study undertaken on behalf of the 
Glasgow City Region Cabinet.  This produced two reports earlier in 2016 which were 
discussed and approved by the Cabinet1.  The second report concluded with a series of 
recommendations for action to improve the collective enterprise service response at city-
region level.  An Action Plan to advance these recommendations was identified as necessary 
to make initial progress. 
 
The City Region Economy group was instructed to develop and then progress this plan. 
 
In the longer term, aspects of this work will clearly involve the engagement of key partners, 
but an important message is that the actions detailed below are all areas the local authorities 
can collectively advance themselves – demonstrating commitment and building momentum 
for wider partner involvement.      
 
Whilst the core aspiration of all actions is the integration of enterprise, skills and 
employability interventions, the action plan does not contain any specific recommendations 
for employability and skills interventions.  These are contained in related work on the City 
Region Employability Skills and Employability portfolio.   
 
Further developments have informed the key action area identified from the enterprise 
research to establish a Glasgow City Region Intelligence Hub.  Two key messages are 
important to highlight at the outset in understanding this plan. 
 
1. The significance of a development of this nature has been recognised across other work-

streams supporting city region developments – including the work of the Economic 
Commission.  This signals the need and opportunity to create a more ambitious 
Intelligence Hub.  This has significance for developments well beyond the narrower focus 
of the Enterprise portfolio, and should now be viewed as a more generic city-region 
development.  Consequently, it is removed from direct inclusion in this action plan, and 
should now be viewed as a separate development activity.  This will be considered in 
detail in a dedicated paper also being presented to the December Cabinet.   

 
2. However, the development of the Intelligence Hub is critical to advancing the Enterprise 

Action Plan.  It will potentially create the key city-region resource which will drive and 
inform other early activities.  Consequently, the remainder of this plan is critically 
premised on the initial establishment of this Hub capacity.        

 
Enterprise portfolio research key messages  
 
The research process concluded with some headline messages that will now inform action: 
 

                                                           
1 ‘Glasgow City Deal – Towards a City Region Enterprise and Growth Hub’ (August 2016); Glasgow Enterprise Portfolio research – 
Interim Report (March 2016).  
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• adopting a stronger city region enterprise perspective (and wider regional economic 
development rationale) will: maximise growth; reflect the reality of a city-region economy 
and labour market; produce gains for all areas and communities; and eliminate 
approaches based on ‘intra-region’ competition   

 
• messages from international and wider UK experiences and trends demand a response 

from the Glasgow City Region to maintain international competitiveness 
  
• recognition that the current city region enterprise support map: is cluttered; involves 

potential duplication; is difficult to navigate; restricts opportunities for economies of 
scale; and can lead to intra-region competition   

 
• opportunities to support enterprise better by the further integration of services and 

supports through a combination of ‘aggregating up’ and ‘devolving down’ further 
delivery and resources to the city-region level  

 
• a willingness shared across the local authorities to advance this process immediately 

through practical early actions at a city-region level 
 

• the need to ensure city-region approaches effectively integrate enterprise supports with 
skills and employability interventions  

 
• the need to inform future developments with increased city-region level intelligence, 

research, and impact measurement capacity    
 

• the need to ensure city-region structures and partnership arrangements keep pace with 
developments, and are prepared for forthcoming changes   

 
The wider context  
 
During the City Region Cabinet’s research a number of important developments in the wider 
context became increasingly relevant in considering future action.  These include: 
 
• the national review of enterprise support agencies 
 
• an Audit Scotland report on the impact of national enterprise agencies   

 
• the Scottish Government’s manifesto commitment to establish Regional Economic 

Partnerships 
 

• agreement of other City Deals across Scotland 
 

• a new research report from the Scottish Cities Alliance, which included calls for increased 
devolution of economic development functions to cities  

 
• consideration of the implications of Brexit for city-regions    
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Through its enterprise portfolio work the City Region Cabinet seeks to both inform, and be 
informed by, this wider context.  Whilst some key aspects of this agenda are still to be 
clarified, overall this Action Plan is drafted from a perspective that moving forward in this 
way is consistent with the opportunities and challenges of a fast-changing policy 
environment.   
 
The review of national enterprise agencies published its phase 1 report in October 2016.  
This indicates that more detailed consideration of new regionally focused opportunities will 
be progressed within phase 2 of the process. However, key messages in the initial report are 
relevant to this action plan, and reinforce messages from the city-region research: 
 
• confirmation that the current support system is a ‘cluttered landscape’ and should be 

simpler, more flexible and cost effective through better integration of local and national 
interventions – based on a ‘no wrong door’ approach to service delivery which hides 
‘organisational complexity’.  Within enterprise, the Business Gateway service is specifically 
referenced in this context      

 
• the need to integrate enterprise and skills supports through ‘seamless’ working  

 
• the need to review data and evaluation functions, and use labour market information 

more to influence skills related actions  
 

• recognition that: City Deals are a current strength; better working is needed with local 
authorities and others to maximise regional opportunities and respond to local needs; 
and that new partnerships are needed to respond to regional skills needs  

 
• a commitment to consider new pilot approaches in one or more areas  

 
The second phase review report is anticipated in early 2017.  This will action initial 
recommendations, and consider further the role of regional partnerships to build on assets 
and harness regional strengths.    
 
This action plan is drafted to be consistent with these aspirations, and to suggest practical 
ways that the Glasgow City Region can respond to the opportunities presented.  
  
The future vision – a Glasgow City Region Enterprise, Skills and Jobs Hub  
 
The overarching objective of future city-region wide work on the enterprise portfolio is to 
align local authority and a wider range of partner services into a consistent and consistently 
communicated city-region wide offer for businesses and people seeking to access and 
progress in work.  This will be based on incremental steps to develop an integrated City 
Region Enterprise, Skills and Jobs Hub.    
 
Developing a Hub of this nature represents a strong and practical way to move forward 
aspirations for a more accessible, consistent, and integrated service.  It directly addresses the 
critical need to ensure close connection between enterprise, skills and employability 
interventions.  It has the potential to significantly simplify the support offer to service users, 
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enable increased value for money, and improve outcomes.  It is premised on the anticipated 
wider aspiration to inform future service delivery with higher quality city-region wide 
research, intelligence, performance management, knowledge transfer and evaluative 
functions.  To be fully effective, these developments require a combination of ‘aggregating 
up’ relevant services and resources from local authority level, and the ‘devolving down’ of 
services and resources from the national level.  City Region local authorities are already 
advancing the former developments, and the final recommendations of the national 
enterprise review provide an opportunity to progress and accelerate the devolution down 
component.       
        
The Hub will evolve initially as a mixture of locally delivered services ‘re-badged’ and 
recognised as part of a consistent city-region wide support service, and thereafter extend to 
the aggregated delivery of relevant services at a city-region level.  This would require to 
evolve alongside new city-region partnership and governance arrangements.   
 
Early action areas  
 
The following potential early action areas were identified in the enterprise research process:    
 
1. Commitment to, definition and communication of single enterprise offer for the city-

region  
 
2. Development of a Glasgow City Region Business Gateway service  

 
3. Development of a Glasgow City Region Intelligence Hub 

 
4. Development and promotion of an enterprise asset map/directory  

 
5. A region wide business development initiative to engage and connect further with 

resources and activities in the HE/FE sector 
 

6. Combined city-region wide sectoral initiatives 
 

7. Combined city-region wide IT/digital support initiatives 
 

Further consultations to develop this plan have suggested that the initial focus of work 
should primarily be on actions 1-4 above, with some early scoping work on 5 also important.  
Progressing new city-region wide sectoral work is anticipated to follow progress on these 
issues.     
 
The concept of the integrated Hub is premised on providing a mechanism to integrate a 
wider range of partner services in a more streamlined and complimentary way – providing a 
simpler and more accessible support offer to existing or new enterprise activity across the 
city-region area.  But within this wider vision it was recognised that the 8 city-region local 
authorities should lead initial actions based on services and investment they directly 
controlled.  This would: 
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• set a vision and clearly establish the future direction of travel  
 
• establish the concept of the integrated service Hub 

 
• enable some early service delivery gains  

 
• provide a mechanism for partner interventions to contribute towards and consolidate 

around a city-region integrated service 
 

Consequently, this Action Plan focuses on what the local authorities themselves can initially 
progress.   This includes how they should reach out and engage partners further to realise 
the longer-term vision of a fully integrated city-region enterprise, skills and employability 
service offer.   
 
The overall logic and connections between the action areas is summarised in the diagram 
overleaf.  Some of the actions represented are detailed further in this plan (section 2), others 
are related developments.  The latter are explained further in explanatory notes after the 
diagram.    
 
As indicated, the recommendation to develop a city region Intelligence Hub has been 
removed from this action plan.  This is because of its potential increased significance and 
scope, which requires it to be viewed and progressed as a generic city-region development.  
In this sense, it has ‘outgrown’ the enterprise portfolio.   
 
But it is nonetheless a key front end development, critical to future progress on establishing 
the new integrated Glasgow City Region Enterprise, Skills and Jobs Hub.    
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TOWARDS A GLASGOW CITY REGION ENTERPRISE, SKILLS AND JOBS HUB 
 
 

  HE/FE PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT 
INITIATIVE (ACTION AREA 4 

(ACTION AREA 5) 

CITY REGION  
INTEGRATED SKILLS 

AND EMPLOYABILITY 
SERVICES  
(NOTE 2) 

CITY REGION 
INTEGRATED 
ENTERPRISE 

SUPPORT SERVICES 
– CITY REGION 

BUSINESS 
GATEWAY SERVICES 

(ACTION AREA 2) 

GLASGOW CITY REGION 
INTELLIGENCE HUB (NOTE 1)  

ONGOING LOCAL AUTHORITY 
SERVICE INTEGRATION BASED 
ON FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES 

AND INTELLIGENCE 
(NOTE 3) 

PARTNER INPUTS 
(NOTE 4) 

ONGOING LOCAL AUTHORITY 
SERVICE INTEGRATION BASED 
ON FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES 

AND INTELLIGENCE 
(NOTE 3) 

 

PARTNER INPUTS 
(NOTE 4) 

 

A DEFINED SINGLE 
ENTERPRISE OFFER FOR 

THE CITY REGION 
(ACTION AREA 1) 

A GLASGOW CITY REGION 
ENTERPRISE ASSET MAP 

(ACTION AREA 3) 

NEW CITY REGION PARTNERSHIP GOVERNANCE STRUCTURES 
(NOTE 5) 
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Explanatory notes  
 
1. The development of a city-region Intelligence Hub will now be taken forward as a generic city-region wide initiative in recognition of its 

wider relevance and potential contribution.  A separate development stream and action plan will now advance these developments.  
Progress on this, and associated timescales, will inform the pace of developments within this action plan.  

 
2. As indicated, this plan relates primarily to the ‘enterprise’ support services.  But the logic of the Hub suggests relevant skills and 

employability services should be integrated to the city-region model.  These are anticipated to be identified further by the city-region’s skills 
and employability portfolio.  

 
3. The Business Gateway has been identified as the initial service identified as being located within a new city-region hub.  But the process of 

establishing the Hub, and the capacity it begins to represent, offers the potential for other local authority services to be integrated in this 
way at the city-region level.  This process should be informed by evidence based work of the new Intelligence Hub. 

 
4. The concept of the integrated service delivery Hub is to establish a mechanism where a much wider range of partner services can combine 

over time at the city-region level.  This wider partnership dimension will be essential to maximising impact, and progressing discussions in 
this respect is reflected in the action areas below. 

 
5. The integrated service delivery hub is a significant development for Glasgow City Region: it will place further demands and scrutiny on 

governance arrangements.  A series of suggestions to increased partner involvement are contained in the second enterprise research report 
(referenced earlier), these will be important in supporting the wider and longer term aspirations of the Hub.        
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SECTION 2 – ACTION PLAN  
 
Action area 1: Commitment to, definition and communication of a single enterprise offer for the city region  
 
This is a critical underpinning of all the developments suggested in this action plan.  It will trigger a process that over time aims to refocus 
relevant enterprise, skills and employability interventions to the city-region level.  This will include service development, procurement, delivery, 
and monitoring.     
 
The action is necessarily ambitious and will require an incremental process.  It will start by developing and articulating a city-region wide 
statement of the minimum expectations all businesses should have of enterprise related support – irrespective of where they enter the system 
or operate.  It is premised on a recognition that successful business development in any part of the city-region benefits the whole city-region.   
 
The process will begin by the 8 local authorities identifying a business support framework which indicates what common services they offer in 
all parts of the city-region.  The service mapping process undertaken for the enterprise research provides a useful starting point to identify 
these.  The framework should seek to plot these within a business support pathway, which could learn in design from the well established 
Strategic Skills Pipeline (SSP).    
 
In practice, there will remain specific local area additions to the offer, but these should also be articulated and discussed within the 
development process – fully interrogating whether these should best remain locally focused or could gain from a city-region perspective.            
 
Early actions  
 
Action area  Rationale  
1.1 Define a City Region Business 
Support Pathway framework.  

A simpler mechanism is needed to understand and communicate the range of services and support 
available to businesses.  The SSP has assisted this process for employability and skills, and a similar 
mechanism should be transferable to enterprise supports. The framework should enable local 
authorities and partners to better consider relationships between various interventions, and inform 
future collective investment decisions and service developments.        

1.2 Populate the framework with 
common services currently available 

Local authorities should start the process of populating the framework to demonstrate the degree 
that current service provision is common across the 8 areas.  This needs to ensure similarities in 
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to businesses by all 8 local authorities 
– aligning definitions where services 
are similar but differently articulated.    

supports are not understated through different terminologies/definitions.  This work would form the 
baseline of the current common local authority offer.    

1.3 Identify other current enterprise 
services delivered by more than one, 
but not all local authorities.  

This would identify where some authorities provide the same services. Interventions in these 
categories should be interrogated to identify options to extend these city-region wide, or whether 
specific local rationales make this inapplicable.   

1.4 Identify services specific to only 1 
local authority and consider whether 
these are scale-able/transferable 
across the city-region.   

This may be challenging in resource terms, but the process would be important in determining why 
the local authority enterprise support offer is different across the city-region, and whether this can 
continue to be justified in the new city-region economic development rationale.   

1.5 Invite other key partners to add 
relevant services available consistently 
across the city-region in the context of 
the support framework  

This is central to widening the concept of identifying and articulating an integrated city-region 
service which incorporates a much wider range of supports to businesses, and to advancing the 
longer-term aspiration of a fully integrated city-region support offer.  It will provide local authorities 
with a useful city-region wide starting point to consider further joint service developments with 
partner agencies.  

1.6 Agree an initial version of a single 
enterprise offer for the city region.   

The first iteration of the single offer should seek to be relatively simple enterprise offer available 
across the city-region.  As a minimum, this should include all local authority delivered or funded  
interventions, and aspire as far as practical to include partner services.   

1.7 Agree future communication of 
the common CR offer to (a) all service 
delivery practitioners operating at CR 
level, and (b) existing businesses 
already based in CR, potential new 
businesses, and businesses 
considering expanding or relocating 
into the CR.      

The information generated through these activities will need to be clearly communicated and 
presented to two key audiences (a) staff who directly support enterprises, and (b) businesses.  
Communication and presentation mechanisms will require to be customised to these customer 
groups.      

1.8 Identify actions to increase the 
commonality of the support offer 
across the city-region, and the 
consequences of this in terms of joint 

The previous actions are all primarily focused on better collation and communication of the status 
quo.   This is important baselining, but key changes towards a single and consistent offer will 
require local authorities (initially) and then wider partners to consider how the core and common 
service offer can be expanded.  This needs to be informed by increased intelligence on what works 
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CR funding, design, procurement and 
delivery.     

and is needed in a city-region context as anticipated from the IR&KT Hub.  Increasing common 
service options should then link to joint CR funding, design, procurement and delivery.  The line of 
inquiry should shift from ‘why’ a common service across the city-region to ‘why not?’          
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Action area 2: Development of a Glasgow City Region Business Gateway service  
 
A significant element of the current local authority enterprise support service is the Business Gateway service.   This is delivered at individual 
local authority level, with 4 local authorities undertaking a lead management and reporting role across the city-region.  Business Gateway is a 
national initiative, but in recent years the services delivered have become increasingly diverse across different areas, with very significant local 
variations. 
 
Partner local authorities will now move towards a city-region managed Business Gateway service as the initial tangible service delivery element 
of the City Region Enterprise, Skills and Jobs Hub.  This would: provide a renewed consistency in the offer; reduce the number of management, 
contracting and reporting arrangements; and increase the potential for more integrated city region wide events and training activities.  In 
practical terms, this may over time require a single authority assuming the Business Gateway lead role across the whole city-region area.   
 
But the gains of a City Region Business Gateway must extend beyond more efficient processes and rebranding.  It requires to trigger a step 
change in Business Gateway performance.  This should be based on a fit for purpose support service for new and growing small businesses that 
is consistent with and advances the aspirations of the new Glasgow City Region Economic Development strategy.   Consequently, the ultimate 
objective here is not a combined version of the current delivery models, but a redesigned service customised to the needs of the city-region.         
               
The pace of developments will be determined - and to a degree constrained - by practical realities.  Currently different arrangements are in 
place between in-house and externally contracted services, and the timeframes of existing contractual arrangements need to be factored.  A 
new regional approach to Business Gateway delivery will also require to agree an appropriate future relationship with the Business Gateway 
National Unit based in COSLA. 
 
Related and supporting practical work can be advanced more immediately.  It is apparent from local authority service mapping returns that a 
range of events and training activities are delivered at individual local authority level.  Many of these are delivered through the Business 
Gateway.  There are opportunities to further consider a city-region focus to some of these activities where local area approaches appear very 
similar.  This would bring potential benefits of scale and opportunities for businesses to network at a wider level.   
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Early actions  
 
Action area  Rationale  
2.1 Audit existing local authority 
approaches to Business Gateway 
delivery including: service descriptors; 
budget allocations; delivery locations; 
staffing allocations etc.     

This is required to establish a baseline starting position on current Business Gateway provision 
across the city-region.  It will enable clarity on the resources allocated, and the collective city-region 
wide delivery points and mechanisms.  It will also inform the wider service review and re-design 
process (action point 2.7). 

2.2 Identify potential early options to 
procure specialist external Business 
Gateway support services at the city-
region level.   

All BG contracts outsource some specialist aspects of service delivery.  These often cover the same 
issues – training, events, sectoral support etc.  An earlier CR gain may be possible here by 
identifying a single procurement process to meet all identified requirements across the area.  

2.3 Clarify and agree the scope of 
local authority powers to re-design 
the Business Gateway to a customised 
city-region model.  

The Business Gateway is currently a national brand delivered by local authorities with Scottish 
Government funding.  It operates within a national performance framework, and a set of core 
principles agreed by the Scottish Government and COSLA.  But in practice, the consistency of the 
service across areas has reduced as more localised approaches have developed; and this is 
anticipated to be confirmed in the information collated in action area 2.1.  The funding local 
authorities receive for the BG is within the Block Grant, and not ring-fenced.  As a consequence the 
position of the BG is somewhat unusual as the Scottish Government still have expectations on how 
this money should be spent.  The proposed City Region wide service seeks to reintroduce a level of 
consistency, but at the city-region spatial level.  Communicating these intentions to the SG and 
COSLA is now required.               

2.4 Identify contractual end points in 
terms of current local area delivery 
models, and align these with 
proposed changes to a city-region 
model.       

The BG is currently delivered through a range of varying models across the city-region, and these all 
have some associated procurement and contractual arrangements.  Related timescales need to be 
audited across the area to ensure any renewal of contracts is consistent with the spirit of a new city-
region BG model.  This also needs to consider the different approaches of authorities to outsourcing 
parts of the BG service.   To some degree, contractual periods will determine the pace of moving to 
a full CR delivery model.     

2.5 Identify future ‘central’ support 
arrangements in the context of a city-

Linked to the above, a National Business Gateway Unit based in COSLA supports local delivery, and 
leads on areas such as national marketing, support systems, monitoring etc.  This unit is funded by 
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region model and the future 
relationship with the National 
Business Gateway Support Unit.  

an allocation of each local areas SG allocation being top sliced to support these functions.  In a city-
region model, consideration is required on the future applicability of these functions between the 
regional and national levels, and on whether the resources currently allocated to the national unit 
should be devolved to the city-region level.  In practice, consideration of this issue is likely to 
overlap into action area 2.3           

2.6 Identify options of a single 
management point for a future City 
Region Business Gateway service.  

The logic of a CR Business Gateway is to move to management and co-ordination by one central 
point.  This would in future be responsible for all procurement, service developments, performance 
management and reporting.  In the longer term, it could also assume responsibility for all staff.  
Some initial consideration of the options is required, and the process to agree who should assume 
this co-ordinating role.        

2.7 Undertake a comprehensive review 
of the role and expectations of the 
collective resources available to the 
city-region to support Business 
Gateway services in the context of the 
Regional Economic Development 
strategy.  Identify and agree a new city 
region designed service, and its 
positioning within the future single 
enterprise offer considered in action 
area 1.        

This action will underpin and inform all others related to the BG.  It leads from the requirement that 
over time a bespoke Glasgow City Region Business Gateway service is developed which delivers 
significantly improved outcomes that support the Regional Economic Development Strategy.  This 
should be intelligence led and tasked with enquiring how the resources available through the BG at 
city-region level can maximise and add value in the support of new and growing small businesses.  
It should not assume anything beyond this, but seek to devise solutions to meet agreed outcomes 
ie it should not be restricted to fine tuning the current offer.        
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Action area 3: Development and promotion of an enterprise asset map/directory  
 
This links to action area 1, and some aspects of the development process could be shared across both elements.   
 
Across the city-region it is very apparent that there is a huge range of physical and intellectual assets that support enterprise related 
developments.  These include enterprise hubs, incubators, innovation centres, self-employment hubs etc.  There are also good examples of 
integrated delivery hubs.  But these are not currently collated, promoted and marketed as city-region resources.  Comprehensively pulling 
together these resources into a single accessible portal, and maintaining this would signal a stronger and integrated city-region enterprise 
message.  It would also be a very useful support tool for staff involved in supporting business start-ups, growth, and new inward investment in 
the city-region.   
 
‘Invest in Glasgow’ has some very useful publications in this respect which will be useful starting points.  A consequence of developing this 
resource should be further consideration and analysis on how these facilities network and cross refer to support individual enterprise journeys.        

 
Early actions  
 
Action area  Rationale  
3.1 Establish the initial Asset Directory 
scope ie what should be included.   

This is required to establish and consistently communicate what is meant by an ‘enterprise asset’ 
within the development process.  

3.2 Review existing secondary data eg 
Enterprise Review service map, Invest 
Glasgow publications, other local 
directories and promotional materials.  

Rather than undertake primary research much of the information required will already be available 
within local authorities and wider partners.  This should initially be identified and analysed before 
any further primary research is undertaken.    

3.3 Populate the initial draft directory 
with information available, and 
circulate this to local authorities and 
key partners for comment, additions 
etc.   

This would ensure the accuracy of and add further information.  It would also further promote the 
asset city-region asset identification process and its purpose. 

3.4 Consider the format/channels for 
communication of the Directory in the 

How this information is stored and communicated will be critical to its impact and value.  This 
aspect of work will benefit from input from multi-media PR specialists to ensure all target 
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context of its various audiences/users 
(a) all service delivery practitioners 
operating at CR level, and (b) existing 
businesses already based in CR, 
potential new businesses, and 
businesses considering expanding or 
relocating into the CR.      

audiences are engaged and made aware of the materials available.         

3.5 Brand. launch and promote initial 
Directory.  

The branding, publication and initial promotion of the asset directory will mark an important step 
in the early stages of moving towards a City Region Enterprise, Skills and Jobs Hub.  It will send a 
key message on the new approach.     

3.6 Agree mechanisms and 
responsibilities for updating and 
maintaining Directory accuracy.  

The asset map will not be comprehensive and will change.  Mechanisms will be required to ensure 
its ongoing accuracy.  These require to establish very clear responsibilities and monitoring 
arrangements.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action area 4: A region wide business development initiative to engage and connect further with resources and activities in the HE/FE 
sector 
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Service mapping returns for the initial enterprise research work highlight a wide range of enterprise resources within the city-region’s vibrant HE 
and FE sectors.  Many individual examples of partnership work across agencies are in place, but these appear random and inconsistent.  There is 
much more potential to utilise these resources to mutual partner, and critically enterprise, advantage.  In this context, it is suggested that a joint 
approach to the collective city-region HE/FE sector by the 8 local authorities may identify new opportunities, and provide a ‘scale’ of interest 
leading to new working protocols and opportunities.  This work could also explore whether any baseline city-region data on ‘improved 
knowledge exchange from University research’ could be established2. 
 
Initial work here is suggested as scoping the potential and appetite for more detailed relationship building in the medium term.  It is not as 
urgent as action areas 1-3, but some preliminary activity will be helpful.  Developments in this action area should seek to build upon the 
anticipated partnership between the CR authorities and the academic sector to establish the new City Region Intelligence Hub.            
 
Early actions  
 
Action area  Rationale  
4.1 Engage with and indicate initial 
city region interest with the Scotland 
wide ‘University Research and 
Communications Directors Group’.   

This is new mechanism established in the University sector.  It is a Scottish wide initiative currently 
chaired by UWS.  It provides a platform to engage collectively with the relevant senior people in all 
the city-region Universities, and already there are indications of an interest in discussing the city-
region enterprise work.  This group are anticipated to help shape the practicalities of making early 
progress on future links.   

4.2 Identify the scope to work with 
Universities as a group or 
individually – initially through 
reviewing the information in the 
enterprise research service mapping. 

Further work is required to establish whether there is potential to work collectively with Universities 
or if a more practical approach is to work with them individually.  The latter can be supported by 
reviewing the various services each University has detailed in the initial enterprise research mapping 
work.   

4.3 Identify or create equivalent 
mechanisms to work with city-region 
based Colleges.  

This will require initial work to establish any current mechanisms where the city region FE Colleges 
come together to discuss enterprise related activities.  If not, consideration should be given to 
convening an initial meeting of this nature between the FE sector and the city-region local 
authorities.      

                                                           
2 This was identified in the final Enterprise portfolio research report as a useful KPI not currently measured at city-region level. 
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4.4 Develop an initial template to 
identify why local authorities and 
HE/FE institutions should work more 
closely with each other on the city-
region agenda – summarising 
respective contributions and 
expectations.     

This is envisaged as a simple resource that seeks to establish at a top level the rationale for local 
authorities and HE/FE institutions to work together on enterprise related issues across the city-region.  
It could be based on identification of what respective parties identify and measure as ‘success’.  It is 
likely a separate template may be required for Universities and Colleges.    

4.5 Based on this, identify early 
practical ways to build further 
linkages and joint initiatives – 
including the potential to build upon 
and geographically extend current 
good practice.  

This would be focused on any ‘early wins’ identified that could strengthen development of the City 
Region Enterprise and Jobs Hub concept.  
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Indicative timescales  
 
This plan is premised on the initial establishment of a Glasgow City Region Intelligence Hub 
as being the key front end development to support the enterprise early action plan.  This will 
provide the energy, focus and some of the key resources to progress implementation.  It will 
ensure the detail of city-region developments and new service approaches are designed 
from evidence based research and the identification of best practice from elsewhere.   
 
Responsibility for progress on developing this Hub and the other directly enterprise related 
actions in this plan will be the responsibility of the City Region Economic Delivery Group.  
Consequently, actions by this group require to be sequenced and prioritised.  It is 
recommended that the immediate focus is on quickly establishing the Intelligence Hub in 
some form, and thereafter ensuring its initial focus supports the other areas of action in this 
plan.             
 
The related development plan for the Intelligence Hub seeks to establish this resource in 
some form from summer 2017 and, based on this, indicative timescales for advancing the 
actions detailed above are suggested in the chart overleaf. 
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ACTION AREA 1 - COMMITMENT TO, DEFINITION, AND COMMUNICATION OF A SINGLE ENTERPRISE OFFER FOR THE CITY REGION 

 Aug 17 Sept 17 Oct 17 Nov 17  Dec 17 Jan 18 Feb 18 Mar 18 April 18 May 18 

1.1 Define a City Region Business Support Pathway 
framework. 

          

1.2 Populate the framework with common services 
currently available to businesses by all 8 local 
authorities – aligning definitions where services are 
similar but differently articulated.    

          

1.3 Identify other current enterprise services delivered 
by more than one, but not all local authorities. 

          

1.4 Identify services specific to only 1 local authority 
and consider whether these are scale-able/transferable 
across the city-region.   

          

1.5 Invite other key partners to add relevant services 
available consistently across the city-region in the 
context of the support framework. 

          

1.6 Agree an initial version of a single enterprise offer 
for the city region.   

          

1.7 Agree future communication of the common CR 
offer to (a) all service delivery practitioners operating at 
CR level, and (b) existing businesses already based in 
CR, potential new businesses, and businesses 
considering expanding or relocating into the CR.      

          

1.8 Identify actions to increase the commonality of the 
support offer across the city-region, and the 
consequences of this in terms of joint CR funding, 
design, procurement and delivery.     
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ACTION AREA 2 - DEVELOPMENT OF A GLASGOW CITY REGION BUSINESS GATEWAY SERVICE 
 Aug 17 Sept 17 Oct 17 Nov 17  Dec 17 Jan 18 Feb 18 Mar 18 April 18 May 18 

2.1 Audit existing local authority approaches to Business 
Gateway delivery including: service descriptors; budget 
allocations; delivery locations; staffing allocations etc.     

          

2.2 Identify potential early options to procure specialist 
external Business Gateway support services at the city-
region level.   

          

2.3 Clarify and agree the scope of local authority 
powers to re-design the Business Gateway to a 
customised city-region model. 

          

2.4 Identify contractual end points in terms of current 
local area delivery models, and align these with 
proposed changes to a city-region model.       

          

2.5 Identify future ‘central’ support arrangements in the 
context of a city-region model and the future 
relationship with the National Business Gateway 
Support Unit. 

          

2.6 Identify options of a single management point for a 
future City Region Business Gateway service. 

          

2.7 Undertake a comprehensive review of the role and 
expectations of the collective resources available to the 
city-region to support Business Gateway services in the 
context of the Regional Economic Development 
strategy.  Identify and agree a new city region designed 
service, and its positioning within the future single 
enterprise offer considered in action area 1.        
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ACTION AREA 3 - ACTION AREA 3: DEVELOPMENT AND PROMOTION OF AN ENTERPRISE ASSET MAP/DIRECTORY 

 Aug 17 Sept 17 Oct 17 Nov 17  Dec 17 Jan 18 Feb 18 Mar 18 April 18 May 18 

3.1 Establish the initial Asset Directory scope ie what 
should be included.   

          

3.2 Review existing secondary data eg Enterprise Review 
service map, Invest Glasgow publications, other local 
directories and promotional materials. 

          

3.3 Populate the initial draft directory with information 
available, and circulate this to local authorities and key 
partners for comment, additions etc.   

          

3.4 Consider the format/channels for communication of 
the Directory in the context of its various 
audiences/users (a) all service delivery practitioners 
operating at CR level, and (b) existing businesses 
already based in CR, potential new businesses, and 
businesses considering expanding or relocating into the 
CR.      

          

3.5 Brand, launch and promote initial Directory.           
3.6 Agree mechanisms and responsibilities for updating 
and maintaining Directory accuracy. 
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ACTION AREA 4 - A REGION WIDE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVE TO ENGAGE AND CONNECT FURTHER WITH RESOURCES AND 
ACTIVITIES IN THE HE/FE SECTOR 

 Aug 17 Sept 17 Oct 17 Nov 17  Dec 17 Jan 18 Feb 18 Mar 18 April 18 May 18 

4.1 Engage with and indicate initial city region interest 
with the Scotland wide ‘University Research and 
Communications Directors Group’.   

          

4.2 Identify the scope to work with Universities as a 
group or individually – initially through reviewing the 
information in the enterprise research service mapping. 

          

4.3 Identify or create equivalent mechanisms to work 
with city-region based Colleges. 

          

4.4 Develop an initial template to identify why local 
authorities and HE/FE institutions should work more 
closely with each other on the city-region agenda – 
summarising respective contributions and expectations.     

          

4.5 Based on this, identify early practical ways to build 
further linkages and joint initiatives – including the 
potential to build upon and geographically extend 
current good practice. 
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Delivery and resources  
 

The suggested way forward is premised at this stage as having very minimal direct financial 
implications for partner authorities.  The main resource demand initially will be the in-kind 
contribution of officer resources, which as indicated may require full or part time 
secondments.  These may be accessed through application of the wider city-region 
‘distributive leadership model’ agreed by the Cabinet in June 2016. 
   
The time commitments involved in this work are substantial, but they are consistent with the 
overall priority all the local authorities have now signalled for a city-region approach.  In 
addition, they should not be viewed as ‘additional’ commitments but rather part of the 
process of evolving existing service delivery mechanisms within a city-region context.  It is 
suggested as part of the process to ensure the evolution from ‘City Deal’ to the wider 
concept of ‘City Region’ agreed by the Cabinet.   
 
The resources that could be marshalled through the proposed City Region Intelligence Hub 
cannot be underestimated in this context.  As the related development paper on this issue 
identifies, these could be from a combination of:  
 
• full/part time/short term secondments of relevant staff identified within local authorities 
 
• incorporation of the Clyde Plan team within the new Hub  

 
• identification and incorporation of identified SPT research and intelligence capacity 

within the new Hub  
 

• existing or potential new resources which may be accessed through the University sector 
 

• in the longer term, incorporation of some current PMO resources within the Hub   
 

• Scottish Government resources    
 

• partner resources in Scottish Enterprise, Skills Development Scotland etc  
  
These resources will seek to support a much wider range of activity than contained in this 
action plan.  But these developments have the potential to create a mechanism to harness 
new dedicated city-region capacity – raising the profile of new aspirations, and creating the 
capacity to progress tangible action.  It is a key reason why this plan identifies the 
establishment of this Hub as the immediate priority action.  
 
The city-region approach signalled in this plan should offer the scope for some savings 
through economies of scale, but it suggested authorities should be cautious in projecting the 
level of these in the short term.  
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Related developments and Action Plan communication 
 
Progressing this plan will sit alongside a range of other related developments.  These include 
completion and initial application of the of the Regional Economic Development Strategy, 
further work to advance the city-region skills plan, and the further development of partner 
engagement in governance structures.  In addition, the further evolution of the action areas 
above will require consideration of City Region co-ordinating capacity. These go beyond the 
scope of this plan, and may lead from the final outcomes of the wider review of national 
enterprise agencies. 
 
A final key action area is the wider communication of, and engagement in, this Action Plan.  
The scope and ambition it signals is not yet fully understood at all levels within constituent 
local authorities.  Moving forward as suggested is not a re-presentation of the status quo, 
but a much more fundamental step change in service design, delivery and anticipated 
outcomes.  It follows the logic of the city-region proposition into tangible action.   
 
An inevitable consequence is that some aspects of the future development process will not 
be simple or straightforward.  But the outcome focused logic of a city-region approach 
cannot lose momentum due to challenges in changing processes and current delivery 
models.  Moreover, it is increasingly likely any attempt to slow progress on this basis will be 
superseded by decisions taken elsewhere.            
 
 
 
14th November 2016 
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